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State Librarian Speaks
At Arts Annex Dedication
The Library Arts Annex was officially dedicated Monday night at the annual Friends of the Library meeting .
with a dedicatory address by Dr.James
Nelson, newly appointed state librarian
and chief executive officer of the Kentucky Department of Library and Archives.
The annex, also known as the Higgins
house, is located at 712 Main St. The
restored Victorian home, which is more
than 90 years old, joins the Calloway
County Public Library building on the
west side.
The annex, which also has an apartment for visiting authors, lecturers and
library guests, is already being utilized
for activities such as children's
workshops, story hours, poetry
readings, small musicals, small group
meetings,art shows and displays.
Nelson, a native of Colorado,spoke on
"A Look at the Library With the
Friends." He called the restoration of
the old home "tangible evidence of
what cooperation does at the local

level" and said the annex will be a
"complement to the services the
library has had before."
He said. a ,,ptiblic library is the
"bellwether of a community and a
place of life-long learning." He also
stated that without "lay support" in
libraries, there would be no state
department of library and archives.
Nelson, who most recently held the
position of assistant professor of library
science at the University of Wisconsin,
formerly was on the'staff of the University of Kentucky. At Wisconsin, he had
a joint appointment with LIW Extension
where he directed a statewide continuing education program for librarians.
At the University of WisconsinMadison, he taught a course in public
administration.
He was:president of the Continuing
Library Education Network and Exchange and serves on the ERA Task
Force of the American Library
Association. He has served as chair-

man of many state, regional and national library committees.
As state librarian, Nelson directs
library development efforts by the
agency and oversees the records
management and archival functions for
state government.
Nelson was introduced by Max Hurt
following the invocation by Dr. Walter
Mischke, pastor of the First United
Methodist Church.
Local authors, Dorothy and Kerby
Jennings, presented a copy of their
book, "The Story of Calloway County,
1822-1976," to Nelson.
The event was hosted by the Friends'
board of directors and the Public
Library board of directors. Following
the dedication, the Friends elected new
officers. They are:. Lucille Potts, president; Andy Sakelson, vice president;
Doris Cella, secretary; Dr. James
Byrn, treasurer: and Betty Thompson,
Chuck Wynn and Stan Hendrickson.
directors.

Fire Crews
Seek New
Tactics

DEDICATION — Dr. James
Nelson, right, state librarian, gave
the dedicatory address for the
Library Arts Annex Monday night.
The Friends of the library elected
new officers following the
dedk ation. They are, bottom picture, front row, from left, Betty
Thompson, director; Lucille Potts,
president; Doris Cella, secretary;
back row, from left, Dr. James
Byrn, treasurer; Chuck Wynn,
director; Stan Hendrickson, director; and Andy Sakelson, vice
president.

For Insulation In Houses

Standards To Hurt Homebuyers
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( Al')—
Homebuilders say, proposed Tennessee
Valley Authority insulation standards
to encourage conservation would price
thousands of families out of the newhome market.
TVA officials counter that they are
looking at the proposed standard for
new homes only because statistics indicate contractors are cutting corners
on insulation and other energysaving
measures.
The TVA proposal would add a $500 to
$2,000 penalty on top of existing electricity hookup fees if a new home didn't
meet certain attic insulation and other
weatherization standards.
The agency justifies the standard and
proposed penalties on grounds that it

will have to build even more new power
plants requiring higher rates for all its
customers just because some don't conserve.
The proposal is one of seven new
ratemaking standards the federal utility is considering to assure that each
customer pays a fair share of electricity costs, to encourage conservation and
to get -Maximum' efficiency from its
seven-state power system.
Most of the six other new standards
TVA is required to weigh under the 1978
Federal Public Utility Regulatories Act
also came under fire in a hearing here
Monday before the agency's three
board members.
The standards wouldn't diminish or
increase upcoming TVA rate increases.

Nor would they change the basic relationship among the total amounts from
various classes — residential, coinmerèial
industrial; But, within each
class, the rules° would have farreaching effects on who pays how much
of TVA's costs in the 1980s.
Chairman S. David Freeman and
Directors Richard M. Freeman and
Bob Clement didn't want to conunent
on what they, think of the proposals
after hearing 10 hours of testimony that
included reams of conflicting statistics
by special interest groups.
But the Freemans, unrelated, said in
August they tend to favor the proposals
put forth by TVA's rates and em See STANDARDS;
Page 8-A, Column 6

Deputy Secretary Further
Explains U.S. Response
ALGIERS; Algeria (API — Deputy
Secretary of State Warren Christopher
met again today with Algeria's foreign
minister to further explain the U.S.
response to Iran's terms for releasing
the 52 American hostages, Algerian
sources reported.
They said the American position was
discussed at a luncheon .given by
Foreign Minister Mohamed Benyahia
and that Algeria would forward the
response to Iran following the explanation.
Christopher delivered the American
reply in a meeting with Benyahia on
Monday for transmission to the Tehran
government. Christopher flew to
Algiers with Deputy Treasury
Secretary Robert Carswell and three

Murray Civitans To
Host State Meeting
At Kenlake Hotel

INDUSTRIAL ARTS DISPLAY — As part of National industrial Education Week, Harold Arnett (right), industrial arts
teacher at Calloway County High School, and Barry Murdock, a CCHS senior, set up a display of works from the
school's drafting and general crafts classes Monday in the downtown Bank of Murray. The display won a superior
rating at the Kentucky Industrial Education Association convention Nov. 6-8. High schools, colleges and vocational
schools entered displays at the convention. Included in the display are three-view drafts of objects, similiar to industrial drawings, and models that were group projects in the crafts class. Members of the drafting class with entries in the display were David Conner, Missi Farris, Bob Deitz, Rick Maikle, Murdock, Randy Neal, Eddie Burgess,
Rod Douglas, Aleeah Lamb, Tony Melton, Marty McCuiston and Kerry Childress. The display will remain up this
week.

The Murray Civitan Club will be the
host club for a statewide meeting of
Kentucky Civitans at Kenlake Hotel
Nov. 14-15, 1980. The council meeting
will begin on Friday at 7:00 p.m. with a
dinner and business meeting.
One major feature of the Saturday
session will be an address by Weston
Grizzard of Clarksville, Tenn. Grizzard
has been responsible for the organization and charte.ring of over 200 local
Civitan Clubs.
Wayne Williams, coordinator of
district training, of Murray will be the
speaker at the noon luncheon on Saturday which will close the meeting.
Williams will speak on the subject,
"Civitan or Nativic."
The local Civitan Club planning committee for this first of four meetings of
the Civitan year consisted of president
R. B. Barton, lieutenant governor John
Emerson and Williams.

Houses, Retail Goods Show Downturn

Interest Rates, Inflation Take Toll On Sales
By GLENN RITE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — With
Americans on an economic treadmill
and purchasing power at a virtual
st.indstill, rising interest rates and persistent double-digit inflation are taking
a new toll on sales of houses and retail
goods.
The Commerce Department reported
Monday that newhome sales fell 14 percent in September, while October retail
sales edged down for the first time in
five months.
This overall tlownturn was attributed
heavily to the recent upsurge in inte•est
rates, a trend that was underlined Monday when 13-week Treasury bill rates
rose to 13.514 percent, the highest level
since early April.

Six-month Treasury bills dipped
South and Midwest.
slightly, but they still stood at 13.231
Sandra Shaber, a senior economist at
percent. As a result, starting Thursday,
Chase Econometrics Associates in
banks will pay savers as much as 13.481
suburban Philadelphia,said retail sales
percent on popular six-month money
will continue to be sluggish because
market certificates.
people's incomes, particularly their
That rate forces banks and thrifts to 'wages and salaries, are not keeping up
charge steeper interest rates for conwith inflation.
sumer loans.
Government figures released over
"Rising interest rates are hurting
the weekend showed total persona'inretail sales," said Robert Gough, vice
come from April through June rising an
president of Data Resources Inc., the
average of 1.1 percent. At the same
Massachusetts economic forecasting
time, inflation rose 2,6 percent.
firm. "If rates continue to go up, we can
Consumer prices are rising at a 12.7
expect further softening in sales...durpercent annual rate. Moreover, food
ins the pre-Christmas season."
prices are moving up with particular
His department said newhoine sales
force, and this is one family expense
during September stood at a seasonally
that cannot easily be avoided.
adjusted annual rate of 554,000, compared wittra 643,000 pace in August.
The retail sales performance in OcThe drop was most pronounced in the
tober broke a four-month improvement

•

•

that paralleled the nation's climb from
recession.
That positive trend occurred as interest rates were working their way
down from levels that reached 20 percent last spring.
In recent weeks, however,these rates
have begun climbing again, and the
prime rate banks charge now stands at
15.5 percent. Car loans — if they are
even available,— will carry even higher
interest.
Hardest hit right now are retailers
who sell durable, bigticket items such
as automobiles.
All durable goods sales fell 1.1 percent in October, after rising 3.9 percentthe month before. Auto dealers
reported a 2.1 percent falloff last month, following a 5.2 percent increase in
September.
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other U.S. officials from Washington.
They planned to remain in the Algerian
capital to await Iran's response.
It was assumed that the text of the
U.S. reply was forwarded to Tehran
within hours of the.one-hour meeting.
But early today Radio Tehran said:
"U.S. and Algerian officials have remained silent on the U.S. reply to Iran's
conditions, which is expected to be conveyed to the Iranian government in the
next few hours."
Meanwhile, the AlgeriSn 'Foreign
Ministry denied rumors that a highlevel Iranian delegation was enroute
from Tehran for indirect negotiations
with Christopher through the
Algerians.
Although the contents of the U.S.
message were kept secret, officials in
Washington summed them up in
general terms.
They said along with the pledge to
stay out of Iran's affairs, given
repeatedly in recent months by President Carter and other U.S. spokesmen,
the note explained the legal obstacles to
meeting the Iranian demands.

Eaker Pleads Guilty,
Is Sentenced In
U.S. District Court
A Murray man received a 20-year
sentence after pleading guilty to three
drug and firearm charges in U.S.
District Court in Paducah-on Monday.
According to local police officials,
Gary Don Eaker, 907 Olive, Murray,
received sentences of five years each
on two counts of drug possession and a
10-year sentence on one count of carrying a firearm with the intent to
distribute marijuana.
Eaker, who was indicted by a federal
grand jury in Louisville, allegedly
distributed 50 tablets of methaqualone,
a Schedule II non-narcotic controlled
substance, in March. He also allegedly
possessed about 100 pounds of marijuana with the intent to distribute it in
September.

HAZARD, Ky. (Al') — A change. in
tactics was considered today to fight
Eastern-Kentucky forest fires that
have burned almost 28,000 acres the
last four days.
Charles Prather of the Forestry Division Office in Frankfort said crews
would work more and more on a noon to
midnight schedule. Prather said higher
humidity and lower winds after 5 p.ni.
would benefit the crews and added "As
dry as it is, that's about the only tune
we can really be effective."
Planes were sent up again today to
scout the four forestry districts and
Prather said it would take several
hours to compile new figures.
Late Monday there were 65 fires in
the area, burning an estimated 7,000
acres during the day and the immediate
concern was 20 fires crews didn't reach
until Monday night.
Prather said some progress was
made despite winds of 12 to 18 miles
Monday and even higher gusts.
He said crews from the National
Guard, highway department and state.
mining department were getting their
first experience with woodland fires
and added "I don't know what we would
do without them.'
Police continued to investigate the
possebilitY some fires were set
deliberately.
Commenting on the outbreak of fires,
Chuck Hedgelin of the Hazard office
said "We've got them popping up all
over."
additiOn U.S. Forest Service officials said about 45 fires'Were burning
in the 666,000-acre Daniel Boone National Forest, which stretches north
and south through eastern Kentucky with about five listed as uncontrolled.
And soldiers at Fort Knox, about 30
miles southeast of Louisville, continued
fighting a fire that has burned on the
northeastern edge of the installation for
about a week.
State foresters from western Kentucky-were at Hazard to lead National
Guard troops and state Transportation
Department employees from regional
offices in eastern Kentucky.
"They're getting their people lined
up, getting the fires located and the
crews equipped and getting lined out on
their fires," Prather said.
Other than a few "sprains arid
strains" among the firefighters, no injuries have been reported from the fires
and no evacuations have been needed,
he said.
Prather said mobilizing Guard troop:,
and state Transportation and Reclamation Division employees Sunday helped.
"We're looking for that action to get
us over the hump," he said. "But the
weather doesn't look good, and we're
still looking forward to a long, dry
week."
He said the latest estimates were that
8,343 acres of forest burned Friday,
5,597 acres Saturday and 5,374 acres
Sunday. The Forest Service estimated
that 2,500 acres had burned in the
Daniel Boone Forest since Ffiday.
The National Weather Service said
the next chance of rain in Kentucky
would be Friday.

Harold Beaman
Appointed To Board
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Harold
Beaman, adminstrator of the West
View Nursing Home, has been appointed by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. to
the Kentucky Board of Licensure for
Nursing Home Adminstrators.
A representative to the Kentucky
Association of Health Care Facilities on
the board, Beaman will fill the unexpired term of James A. Burcharn, Coy-.
ington, who resigned.
Beaman's term on the board expires
Jan. 12, 1984. He currently is out of town
and could not be reached for comment.

inside today
A Home Energy Fair, to inform residents of energy conservation
measures, will be held Friday, Nov. 14. For complete details, see Page 5A of today's edition.

today's index
Two Sections-12 Pages
2-A
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2-B, 3-B
Classifieds
2-B
Comics
2-B
Crossword
2-13.
Dear Abby
13-A
Deaths & Funerals
2-B
Dr. Lamb
4-A
Garrott's Galley
2-A •
Horoscope
2-A,3-A
Local Scene
4-A
Opinion Page
6-A,71k
Sports
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clear and cool
Mostly clear and cool tonight,
lows around 40. Mostly sunny and
warmer Wednesday, highs in the
low to mid 60s.
Extended Forecast
A chance of rain about Saturday, otherwise mostly . fair
Thursday through ,Satiirliy with
near —seasonal temperatures
Highs mostly in the'50s. Lows in
the 30s.
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Account Of European
Travels By Paul Sturm,.
Presented To Group
Members of Chapter M of
the P.B:O. Sisterhood yere
entertained on Monday even7
mg,Nov,3, with an Secount by
Paul Sturm of his recent
travels in France, Germany,
Switzerland and Austria.
Pictures which he showed
on the screen included scenes
of the village in which his
father was born. These as well
as both exterior and interior
views of many cathedrals and
castles were shown.
Highlights in his descriptions
were the philosophic cpmrtienti (311 the CatfsefOfihe •
Reformation and the French_
Revolution, among other
observations.
Mr. Sturm had accompanied his daughter and sonin-law, Mt. and Mrs. Richard
Kruger and their daughter;'
Charlotte, of Los Alamos, New
Mexico, on this combined
business and pleasure trip.
Mr. kruger attended a conference in
Lausanne,
Switzerland.
The program followed the

HAZEL MEETING — Gayle Wadlington, left, accepts a donation from Hilda Bennett
from the Hazel Woman's Club for the Special Olympics at the October meeting of the
Hazel Club held at the Hazel Community Room. Wadlington showed a film and
Mri.Renytett"Save a refictri on the meeting of thefirst District
dlicu'ised.thit
._011.1bg.Kentuckv federation at _Women's. Club.held at PadLICA.h.- and also g,aye the
devotion. Elaine Paschall presided at the meeting with Hazel Ray and Suzanne Oakley
as hostesses. Thirteen members and three guests' Wadlington, Faye Underwood,and
'were present. Donna Holmes

.. ..

-

Papers Presented-At Meeting
. Dr. Rosemarie B: Bogal, technique.
Dr.• Bogal received a Ph.D.
assistant professor. and Dr.
Julie H. Lovins, associate pro- from Loyola University of
fessor. Division of Social Chicago in 1977 and joined the
Work, Murray State Universi- social work faculty that same
ty. presented a paper at the
10th Annual Conference of the
Illinois Association .of School
Social Workers held in
Chicago,Ill., Oct. 30-Nov. 1.
Their paper entitled "Role
Dr. Frank Kodman, proPlay : A Conflict Resolution
---fes..;or of psychology. at MurTool fot the School Social
ray. State UniverSity,
Worker" was based upon -the
presented a report of his
• premisethat-the complexity ot
research with the "Cold
the modern school system
Blooded Killer Personality" at
oftentimes leads to conflictual
the 66th annual meeting of the
situations among sttidents,teachers, administrators and Kentucky Academy of Seience
at Transylvania University,
parents. The technique of role
Lexington,on Nov. 7 and 8.
play was presented as a potenDr. Kodman came to Murtial alternative. for IiIndling
interpersonal conflicts.. Audio- ray State in 1964 from the
visual materials were provid- University of Kentucky. He
has published extensively in
ed to illustrate the use of this
psychology and related fields.
Currently, he is authoring a
book-on The Criminal Mind.

Kodman Preent
• Report \t
Annual Meeting

Thru Thurs.

1,2

7 13.9,20
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Dine Thurs.
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sr, A
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THE

ACES
'IRA G CORN, JR.

"It is human nature to
think wisely and act foolishly." -- Anatole France.

In a new book by leading
Australian expert, Ron
Klinger,- the reader is guided, step by step, into both
thinking and acting wisely
("Winning Bridge Trick by
Trick," Barclay Bridge
Supplies, 8 Bush Ave., Port
Chester, N.Y. 10573, $9.95).
Today's Aland offers an
example of Klinger's
format.
Klinger shows only the
• West and North hands and
gives the bidding and play
to the first two tricks.
"1. West leads the spade
trey: five-two-ace.
Z. South leads the heart
five
'Should West play low or
should he win the king?'
The danger in playing the
heart king is a collision with
East's singleton ace. How
likely is that? It would
Stephanie Anne eadows, mealy-Thar South Overcalled
19, was recently chosen on J-7-5-4-3-2. hardly an
attractive proposition. So,
"Miss Rodeo Kentucky." She
... West wins the heart
will compete in the "Miss
Rodeo America" pageant in
Oklahoma City on Dec. 2-7.
The pageant began in 1955,
and Miss Meadows will be
the first contestant to
represent Kentucky. There
will be contestants from
Murray State University
each of the 50 states and professors in the Division of
several Canadian provinces. _Reading will attend the
Miss Meadows, daughter of Southeastern Regional ConJeane and James Meadows ference of the International
of Paducah, is presently a Reading Association in Norfolk, Va., Nov. 12-15.
sophomore at Murray State
Attending from M.S.U. are
University majoring in, Dr. Yancey Watkins, proveterinary
science fessor and director of the Divitechnology and equine sion of Reading, Dr. James B.
science. Her activities in- Carlin, professor, and Dr. Jay
guar- S. Blanchard, assistant proclude "showing
terhorses and racing horses, fessor, all from the Departand she has won many ment of Special Education.
At this, the largest regional
awards iii both western Ind
conference of the I.R.A., Dr.
English equestrian events.
Blanchard will present a
paper entitled "Computer Applications in Reading Instruction." Dr, Watkins will
be functioning as a member of
personalized
two international committees.
Dr. Carlin is past president
CARDS
of the Murray Area Council of
I.R.A. and past member of the
,
1,1y greettng.,
Kentucky State Council Executive Board of the International Reading Association.

- MSU Professors
To Attend
Regional Meeting

E VERv
BiBvSii0R,
IMGRTMARE
BECOMES RE AL

•
•

year. Dr. Lovina, who received a Ph.D. in 1979 from
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale, joined the social
work faculty in 1971.

chrlistrnm

Pttracta Holidau Folders

king, East dropping the
jack.
'How should West continue?'
Partner has read our singleton lead (West wouldn't
double with three spades to
an honor) and indicated a
suit preference at trick one.
While it is extremely rare to
give suit preference on
opening lead, it is indicated
when a known singleton is
led. The rest is easy.
3. Six of clubs to East's
king.
4. • Four of spades, ruffed
by West.
5.'Eight of clubs to East's
ace.
6. Tack of spades, ruffed
by West.
7. King of diamonds
cashed for down one. .
NORTH

11-11-A

•K 8 5
•Q9
•.1 1083
4 10 9 3 2
EAST
WEST
•3
40.1 10 9 6 4 2
•J
•K 10 8 6
•A 8 2
•K Q 7 5 4
•AK7
4865

7:30 p.m. meeting of the
Chapter in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Sturm. Devotions
were led by Mrs. Howard
Titswiirth anpl the Chapter
president', Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette, presided during
the business session.
Mrs: L. J. Bodin reported
that the Chapter has been successful-in its application for a
grant from the Fund for Continuing Education administered
by the Sisterhood. The grant
has been awarded to Mrs.
Terri • Ann McCullar, a
graduate student at Murray
State liniversity.in the field of
Communications.
At the Monday evening
meeting Chapter M voted its
annual gifts to be forwarded to
thiS Fund for Continuing
Education as well as to the International Peace Scholarship
Fund, The Educational Loan
Fund and the Kentucky Cottey
College Scholarship Fund.
At the close of the program,
Sturm
served
Mrs.
refreshments. Her dining
table was centered with pitcher, tray and decanter of red
West Virginia glass.
Members present, not mentioned above, were Miss' Ann
Herron, Dr. Joan Plantain, and
Mesdames John W. Twomey,
Harry Sparks, N. T. Beal,
Harlan Hodges, Hugh L.
Oakley, Gerald Hudder, Olga
Maurice
Freeman,
Christopher, John E. O'Brien,
Morgan Sisk, Henry McKenzie, Alfred Lindsey, Jr., and
Lewis Bossing.

West
Dbl.

Note that if West ducks
the heart king, dummy's
queen wins and a heart to
declarer's ace will leave
West with only two trump
tricks instead of three."
Bid with Corn

South holds:

11-11-B

•AQ7
V A 754 32
•9
•QJ4
South
1C

North
24

ANSWER:Two hearts. Two
no trump would describe the
black spit stoppers, but would
misrepresent -the overall
distribution.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
PO Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

The Future Business
Leaders of America at the
Murray Vocational Center
held a party for the new
members at the Ellis Community Center recently.
The president, Kim Erwin,
explained the significance of
the FBLA emblem. Some of
the old members explained
what each of the symbols
repre.sent: Service, Tami
Blakely; Education, Joyce
Deering; Progress, Donna
Miller; Future, Sheri Easley;
Business, Tona Lovett;
Leaders, Cindy Carson;
America, Vickey Weatherford.
The guide who presented the
new members to the president
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MICROWAVE OVEN
ONLY BY
MADE

Ainaniz

Model RR-10A

PLACE:

Ward-Elkins
Everyone Welcome

HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL SEE:

• Trained Amana demonst aloes will explain -the many
benefits of microwave cooking, including how you can
save 50% to 75% of the ene gy normally used in cooking
• They will explain how you can Cook most foods gourmet
perfect in lust one fourth the usual time
• Learn how you can brown, sear, grill, fry, bake and saute
with a microwave oven browning skillet.
• There will be a question and answer period So you can
get the straight facts about microwave cooking
• You will receive literature eiplaining how microwaves
actually cook It is completely different from conventional method;
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PHOTO FOLDERS OR BUM LINE CARDS -

Save On—
Maidenform
Bras & Panties
PLUS
Vanity Fair
Robe Sale
Now In Progress

you're invited
tosee a live demonstration
NO microwave
ww
cooking with

TIME:
10 A.M. TO
1 P.M.

k

Martha-Crawford.

If you own a microwave oven, or you're
thinking about buying a microwave oven . .

DATE:
WED.
NOV. 12TH

make your party complete

of the old members who acted
as hostesses: Lori Adams,
Tami Blakely, Cindy Carson,
Joyce Deering, Sheri Easley,
Kim Erwin,Tona Lovett, Don
na ,Miller, and Vickey
Weatherford.
To close.
all the members
repeated the Pledge of
Membership.
The sponsors of FBLA are
Mrs. Brenda Nix and Mrs.

Not all microwave ovens are alike! Get the complete facts on microwave cooking.

•

The PerfectIdee\t,

was-Joyce Deering. The new
members are Carla Barnett,
Sheri Brandon, Karlesta
Catlett, Rita Duncan,Kim gcl- morals, Sarah Elkins, Gwen
Gentry, Lisa Johnson,Edwina
Key, Dannetta Morris, Lori
Murdock, Laurie Reeder,
Tammy Scott, Mae Umar,
Kim Walls, Julie Williams,
Teresa Woods.
Refreshments were served
to the new members by some

It dittPottte

North
All pass

Opening lead: Spade trey

Future Business Leaders
Hold Senior Citizens Party

Ms. Diane Harris, a fourth grade teacher at Carter
Elementary School, Will be featured at the meeting of the
Murray Area Council of the International Reading Association on Wednesday,Nov. 12 at 4 p.m. in the Special Education
Building, Room 342, Murray State University.
"A Visit to Schools in Guatemala and Chita Rica" will be
the topic for the Wednesday session.
Prior to the 4 p.m. meeting, those in attendance will have
the opportunity to browse and purchase books at the
Children's Book Fair in Room 300 on the same floor as the
I.R. A.session.
All interested parents, teachers administrators and
students are invited to attend.

Vulnerable: None. Dealer:'
East. The bidding:
South
2W

AT MEETING — Among those attending the meeting of the future Business Leaders
of America at the Murray Vocational Center were,left to right, front row,Lisa Johnson,
Teresa Woods, Joyce Deering, Tona Lovett, Cindy Carson, Kim Erwin; back row, Edwina Key, Kim Edmonds, Sheri Easley, Sherry Brandon, Donna Miller, Vickey Weatherford,Julie Williams, Tammy Blakely, Kim Walls,and Lori Adams.,
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Coming Community Happenings
Couple Wed in Double Ring Ceremony

re Business Leaders
it row, Lisa Johnson,
rwin; back row, Eder, Vickey Weather-

ty
e old members who acted
iostesses: Lori Adams,
i Blakely, Cindy Carson,
e Deering, Sheri Easley,
Erwin, Tona Lovett, DonMiller, and Vickey
herford.
close-all the members
ated the Pledge of
bership.
e sponsors of FBLA are
Brenda Nix and Mrs
ha Crawford,

orm
tnties
3
Fair
rale
ogress
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The marriage of Miss Joyce
Ann Wooden,daughter of Mrs.
Glenn C. Wooden and the late
Glenn C. Wooden of Murray,
and Donald Stephen Repsher,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Repsher, Sr., of Ellicott City,
Md., was solemnized in a double ring ceremony on Oct. 4, at
the First Baptist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Dr 'Bill Whittaker,
Murray,and the Rev. Edmond
J. Stroup, Davidsonville, Md.,
uncle of the groom, officiated
at the candlelight ceremony
read at 7 p.m.
Gordon Hawkins, cousin of
the bride, was soloist, and Dan
McDaniel was organist.
The vows were pledged
before an arch candelabrum
with two spiral candelabra.
On each side burgandy silk
roses, lillies of the valley, pink
and blue forget-me-nots, entwined with baby's breath and
bakers fern and pink silk bows
accented
the
arch
candelabrum. The kneeling
rail was adorned on each side
by an arrangement of the
same flowers. The unity table
was covered with a white silk
cloth. Behind the unity
candles was a white silk lace
fan with flowers matching the
'
altar.
To complete the setting, two
candles in hurricane lamps
behind smaller white lace fans
and flowers were in the windows on either side of the
sanctuary. Family pews were
decorated with white satin
bows.
Scott Arnold, Murfreesboro,
Tenn., cousin of the bride,
unrolled the bridal cloth.

Mrs. Donald.Stephen Repsher

Nancy Herndon, Murray, brother-in-law to the groom,
was the matron of honor. She Phil Progar, Southfield,
wore a formal gown of burgan- Midi., cousin of the groom,
dy Italian silk with spaghetti Tom Gniazdowski, Columbia,
straps, an empire waist, and a S.C., and Alan Roy, Houston,
sunburst skirt. A capelet of' Texas. They wore identical
chiffon that flowed in the back tuxedos to the best man.
draped the bodice. She wore ' Ring bearer was Gordy
short white lace gloves and Hawkins, Old Hickory, Tenn.,
carrieepla matching white lace cousin of the bride. He wore a
fan adorned with burgandy white three-piece suit with a
silk roses, pink and blue white ruffle shirt trimmed in
forget-me-nots,baby's breath, grey, and a grey bow tie. His
and bakers fern With long pink boutonniere matched the
ribbons. The headpiece was groomsmen. He carried a
blue forget-me-nots and white silk pillow that was
The Bride
baby's breath accented with a trimmed in, lace and.ribbon
The bride, escorted by burgandy rose.
streatters with love knots
Henry 0. Warren, Murray,
The bridesmaids were Kim with the rings encircled-by a
and given in marriage by her Terry, Gainesville, Mo., niece white lace heart. The pillow
mother, wore a formal gown of the bride, Linda Prince, was designed and fashioned
of white polyester silesta chif- Memphis, Tenn., Cathy by the bride's mother and was •
fon. The fitted bodice featured Christopher and Christe used previously by the brit:e in
a shear yoke enhanced with Wesgall, Murray. They wore Girls Auxiliary.
lace daisies centered with identical gowns to the matron
Henry 0. Warren and
pearls and sequins and defin- of honor.
Robert E. Repsher, Sr. also
ed by a wedding ring collar.
Meredith Howe, flower girl, wore tuxedos identical to the
Shirred lace trim covered the wore a floor length gown of groomsmen
and
were
shoulders and formed the edge embroidered pink chiffon over presented burgandy silk rose
the
yoke. The sheer, long, taffeta with a pink satin sash and baby's breath boutonfor
fitted sleeves were accented with capped sleeves, and a nieres.
by the shirred lace and pearls wide ruffle collar and skirt.
Dyana Terry, sister of the
at the wrists. The empire She carried a white wicker bride, was presented_ a corwaist was covered in lace and basket of burgandy silk roses, sage of white carnations
and
pearls and the sunburst pink and blue forget-me-nots, baby's breath with
pearl blue
pleated skirt was encircled and baby's breath with long ribbons that matched
her
with a deep border of shirred pink streamers. Jennifer gown. Mrs. Lemma Warren,
lace accented with pearls and Howe, rice bag girl, wore an grandmother of the bride,
and
sequins.
identical dress of street Mrs. Mary Repsher, grandShe wore a chapel length length.
mother of the groom, were
veil of sheer organzia with
The Groom
presented corsages of white
lace flower appliques attached
The groom was attired in a carnations.
to a juliet cap of silk lace and dark grey tuxedo with a light
The bride's mother chose
seed pearls borrowed from grey vest, white wing collar for her daughter's wedding a
her matron of honor. Her shirt, ascot, and black and formal gown of tangerine knit
headpiece was adorned by an grey pen-striped trousers. He with long sleeves, a fitted
arrangement of apple wore a burgandy silk rose with waist, and bow tie, accented
blossoms centered by a apple blossums and baby's by a persimmon suede vest.
burgandy silk rose and baby's breath boutonniere.
Her accessories were pearl
breath. Her only jewelry was
Serving as best man was earrings, necklace and bag.
pearl earrings given to her by Bob Repsher, Westminster, She was presented
a white catthe groom.
Md., brother of the groom. He telya orchid with tangerine
The bride carried her also wore a dark grey tuxedo ribbons identical to the one in
mother's wedding Bible which with a light grey vest, white the bride's bouquet.
was adorned by a white cat- wing collar shirt, ascot, and
The groom's mother chose a
telya orchid surrounded by matching grey trousers. His formal gown of pastel pink
Hies of the valley, apple boutonniere was a burgandy knit fitted at the waist with
a
blossoms, baby's breath, silk rose with baby's breath.
round collar. A capelet of chifbakers fern, and long white
Groomsmen were Vince fon with a high band collar
streamers tied in love knots.
Baldwin, Springfield, Va., covered the bodice and formed the sleeves. Her accessories were rhinestone earrings and gold bag and shoes.
She was also presented a
'e
"
lq
white cattelya orchid with
f;
, '
/ 1111,
1 0%
1 4pp
pink ribbons.
Upon approaching the altar,
the bride presented her
0ircw
4
iek
-mother with a long stemmed
red rose. Upon leaving the
altar, she presented her new
//
"if
mother-in-law with an identical rose.
AP
,
The guest register was attended by Lisa Arnold, Murfressboro, Tenn., cousin of the
bride. The table was accented
by red, pink, and white
miniature roses in a silver appointment. Janet Fannon,
Memphis, Tenn., directed the
wedding. They were presented
corsages of white carnations.
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Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception was
held in the fellowship hall of
the church.

, Tuesday,Nov.H
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7. p.m. at the Health
Center.

Tuesday,Nut. 11
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority will
meet at 7 p.m. at DeVanti's.

Wednesday,Nov. 12
Homemakers Club will meet
as follows: Pacers with Wilma
Beatty; Pottertown at Colonial House Smorgasbord at
10 a.m.; New Concord with
Mrs. Curtice Cook at 1 p.m.;
South Pleasant Grove with
Sherri Paschall at 1:30 pm.;
Harris Grove with Jean
Wrather at 1 p.m.

Thursday,Nov. 13
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6.30
at the Triangle
p.m
Restaurant.

The bride's table, covered
Murray TOPS (take off
Homemakers Clubs will
with a white silk cloth,
sensibly) Club will
pounds
meet
Group C of Women's Tennis
as follows: New Prooverlaid by a burgandy linen
7 p.m. at the Health
at
meet
of the Murray Country Club
cloth, was centered by a large vidence with Dorothy Cook,
Center,
will not play this week. Next
bouquet of red, pink, and Coldwater with Mrs. Dewey
play will be on Nov. 20.
white roses entwined with Bazzell, and Paris Road with
Se4enth and
of
Class
Singles
baby's breath and greenery in Lucille Grogan, all at 1 p.m.;
Poplar Church of Christ will
Homemakers Clubs will
a silver bowl. This bouquet, Suburban with Pat Rogers at 7
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Lynn Grove United meet as follows: Town and
along with the register table p.m.
Methodist Church Women are Country with Jannie Huffman
arrangement, was designed
Murray Star Chapter No.
Murray
Branch
of
scheduled to meet at 2 p.m.
at 7 p.m.; Progressive with
and presented to the bride by American Association of 433 Order of the Eastern Star
Ann Bloom, 1504 Hermitage,
Mrs. Mary Hamilton. The University Women will meet
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 7 p.m.; Dexter at Dexter
three tiered wedding cake was at 7:15 p.m. at the home of lodge hall.
Sirloin
at
at 6:30 p.m.
Center at 9 a.m.
decorated with pink roses and Shirley Spratt with Bruce
Stockade.
greenery and featuring three Logue as speaker.
Calloway County YFAettes
Murray High Speech and
pink wedding bells on top, and
will meet at 7 p.m. at the MurOvereaters Anonymous win
Theatre Department will preserved from a silver tray.
Phebian Sunday School of ray Vocational Center.
meet at 12 noon on the second
— sent a musical comedy,"Once
Punch 'was -served from a First Baptist Church, Opal
Boor of the Baptist Student
Upon A Mattress," at 8 p.m. at
Murray Art Guild will presilver punch bowl along with Howard, teacher, will have a
Union, North 15th Street.
the Murray Middle School
hors d' oeuvres, nuts, and salad supper at 6 p.m. at the sent a speciiil musical program at 7:30 p.m. featuring
Auditorium.
mints also served from silver home of Mrs. Mancil Vinson.
Thursday, Nov. 13
Suzanne Johnson and Sharon
appointments.
Murray Chapter No. 92
After School Bible Club will
Ruth Warren Group of Sink- Owens.
Mrs. Lemma Warren and
Royal Arch Masons will meet
meet at the First Christian
Mrs. Janice Howe, Murray. ing Spring Baptist church will
Alcoholics Anonymous will at the lodge hall at 7:30.p.m.
-Church.
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
directed the reception.
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end with work in the Royal degree
Mrs. Ginny Bailey, Laurel Carol Turner.
and
Exposithe
Grand
Kentucky
High
Priest
West
of
of the
Legion of Mary meeting will
Md., sister of the groom, Mrs.
RAM scheduled to be present.
Center.
Annual Sigma Xi banquet tion
be at 10:30 a.m. in the rectory
Christine Baldwin, Sprand
Parents Anonymous will
lecture by Dr. William E.
Small Change," a French of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
ingfield, Va., sister of the
film, second presentation of
groom, Miss Tonya Bryson, Benson will be at 6:30 p.m. at meet at 6:30 p.m. For -inforMothers Day Out will be at 9
Tullahoma, Tenn., cousin of Winslow Cafeteria, Murray mation call 753-5995 or 435International Film Festival, a.m, at the First Baptist Chur4385.
State,
and
program
at
8
p.m.
the bride, and Mrs. Naomi
will be shown at 2 and 7 p.m. in ch.
in Mason Hall auditorium.
Rogers, Murray, assisted in
Student
Murray Lions Club will the
Center
Ellis Center will be open
This
is
open
to
the
public.
serving. They had corsages of
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Col- Auditorium, Murray State from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acwhite carnations.
University.
onial House Smorgasbord with
tivities by the Murray Senior
Henry Ranson, Good Hope,
Mrs. Judy Henry, Murray,
a special tribute to the late
Citizens. Exercises will be led
Ga., will give a slide presentaentertained with various piano
Philosophy colloquium,
Bryan Tolley to be held.
by a Murray State student.
selections. She also had a cor- tion on painting at 7:30
sponsored by Department of
Lunch will be at 12 noon with
Wednesday, Nov. 12
sage' of "white carnations. Room 423, Fourth floor, Fine
Philosophy, Murray State
table games to follow.
Bridge
with
Murrelle
Misses Meredith and Jennifer Arts Center, Murray State.
University, will be in Room
Walker as hostess will be
500, Faculty Hall. The topic
Howe, Murray, distributed
Douglas Center will be open
Faculty saxophone quartet played at 9:30 a.m. at the Oaks
will be "Metaphysics, History from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acrice bags from a silver tray to
recital
by
Country
Club,
Gerald
Welker,
Dr.
and Ethics: Approaches to tivities by the Senior Citizens
approximately 150 guests.
Roger Reichmuth, Don Story
'The Meaning of Life.' This is with lunch at 12 noon.
Out of town guests were:
and
Ray
Murray
Smith
Art
Guild
will
will
be
be
at
8:15
free and open to the public. .
Dyana Terry, Kim Terry,'
Gainesville, Mo.; Mr. and p.m. in Recital Hall, Fine Arts open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens , will
Annex,
Murray
State.
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the have activities from 10 a.m. to
Mrs. Robert E. Repsher, Sr.,
Warp The Loom will be at 10
World will meet at 6 p.m. a/ 2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
Mrs. Mary Repsher, Ellicott
Student eihibition
in
the Triangle Inn.
City, Md.; Bob Repsher, ceramics and metals by David a.m. at The Homeplace-1850,
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Between
Land
the Lakes.
Westminster, Md.; Mr. and Mark Rhodes, Valley Station,
Mrs. Jack Bailey, Laurel, will Open in the Clara Eagle
Blankenship Circle of South
Md.; Mr. and Mrs. Vince Gallery, Murray State UniverUnited
Baldwin,Springfield, Va.; Mr. sity, and will run through Nov. Pleasant Grove
Methodist Churcjh will meet
and Mrs. Phil Progar, 24.
at 7 p.m. at the home of MarSouthfield, Mich.; Mr. and
Groups of CWF of First tha ?Clarkie ? Butterworth
Mrs. Alan Roy, Houston, Texas; Tom Gniazdowski, Colum- Christian Church will meet as with Marilyn Liddle to present
bia, St.; Rev. Edmond J. follows: I with Mrs. John C. the-program.
Stroup,- Davidsonville, Md.; Quertermous at 10 a.m, with
Bible Overview will be at
Mrs. Linda Prince, Mr. and the program by Mrs. A. H.
Mrs, Bruce Allen, Mr. and Titsworth, and III with Mrs 6:30 p.m. at the First ChrisMrs. James Foreman, Em- Kent Forrester at 7:30 p.m. tian Church.
mett Wells, Edmond Mc- with the program by Mrs.
Circles of First United
Culley, Freland Avmy, Janet Bailey Gore.
Methodist Church Women will
Fannon,Sandi Fisher, Walden
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
meet as follows: Wesleyan
NAMED BY NCCW
&ouch, Jainia Washer, MemWASHINGTON ( AP ? — Wi- with. Wilma Dillon at 7 p.m..;
phis, Tenn.
Ruth . Wilson with Geri
Mr: and Mrs. Gordon_ nifred E. Coleman, dean of stuAndersen and Hannah with
HawkinS, Daphne, Suzatfie, • dents at Trinity College here
since 1971, has been appointed Charlene Butwell, both at 7:30
and Gordy Hawkins, Rev. and executive
director of the Na- p.m.
Mrs'Darryl Harris. Marjorie tional Council of Catholic WomDouglas Center and Hazel
Ann Harris, Mr. and Mrs. en.
Glenn Harris, Melinda and
The NCCW is a federation of Center will be open from 10
.Shelly Harris, Mrs. Frank 8.000 Catholic women's organ- a.m. to 2 p.m, for activities by
Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Mike izations. Founded in 1920, it is the Senior Citizens with lunch
Wooden, Old Hickory, Tenn.; currently celebrating its 60th at 12 noon at Douglas and at
Southside Manor
11 :45 a.m. at Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Bryson, anniversary.
Tonya Bryson, Tullahoma,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Max Arnold, Scott and Lisa Arnold,
Murfreesboro, Tenn.; Mrs.
Jerry Wooden, _Mrs._ Pat
wooden, Sheri Wooden.
Romulus, Mich.,
David Bryson, Michelle
Yates, Atlanta, Ga., Mr. and
Mrs. Van Fisher, Mr. and
Mrs. Steven Ericksen,
Mayfield; Teri Barnett,
Frankfort; Nancy Spann, Lexington; Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Franklin, Jenese Franklin.
Lucky Leaf Cherry
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Jordan, New Carrolton, Md., Mrs. Henrietta
Pinson, Herndon; Mrs. M. J.
Pouh, Jennie Pouh, Joey
Jansen, Springfield; Ill.; Mrs.
Rose -J. Price, Miss Catherine
21 Oz. Can
Telban,Pittsburg, Pa:
20 LB.
After a short trip to the
Rocky Mountains,the new Mr.
Martha White
Lynn Grove Large
and Mrs. Repsher are now
. s..
residing in Colorado Springs.
Colorado where he is
employed by Daniel Construction Co. and she is
employed by Union Corporation.
_

JEAN SALE

Broken Sizes & Styles
But Many Good Jeans For Boys
and Girls.
Also Dresses-Toddler
Thru Pre-Teen
/
1 3 OFF

azad& 44"he

- YOUR CHILDREN ARE OUR BUSINESS"

SAVE SAVE SAVE!

DU WAREHOUSE FOODS
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D&T
Is The Lowest In TI,wn

$102

FLOUR

Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Repsher; Sr., parents of the
groom, were hosts for the
rehearsal dinner held at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
The head table was centered
by an arrangement of fall
flowers in a wicker basket.
The bridal couple chose this
time to present their attendants with gifts. Approximate,ly 50 persons were present.

COAN-AUSTIIII
now has!!!.
Willie Nelson
- Jeans

POTATOE
$1 78

PIE FILLING

j.

S Lb. Bag

EGGS

74c

86

Martha Whit.

Nabisco or Zesta

MACARONI&
CHEESE A
For

PEPSI or
RC

CRACKERS
1 Lb. Box

II
sit
8 PACK OF
1601.
PLUS DEPOSIT

5.1 38

Wt.11

Liinited Supply Going Fast cl\)•19.
(14.,
Lay-A-Way
For Christmas

Across From Murray Drivo-In
So. 4th

••••••••••....•••••••••.
•

•:••••

69c

Mon-Thurs. 8-1
Fri-Sat. 8-8
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COUNTRY WILD WITH JOY
President Wilson Says Everything
For Which America Fought For
Has Been Accomplished
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A Fellow Yells For The Police
Quick When His Car Is Missing
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Opinion Page
Guest Editorial

An Important Point
Dr. Constantine Curris, president of Murray State University, has read the election results
correctly,it seems to us.
If so,all ofus can rejoice.
At the same time, we hope we
read his own words right and
that others do also.
Speaking at the annual
meeting of the Kentucky
Association of Secondary
School Principals in Owensboro
Wednesday night, he said:
"The election represents a
victory for the dominant majority in American politics,
white Anglo-Saxon Protestants,
and a defeat for special interest
group governance.
"The influence of groups
such as the Black Caucus, the
National Organization for
Women, the AFL-CIO and the
National Education Association
will sharply diminish in light of
the s- weeping victory of con-

sirvatism.7,. -

Now there's a way of
misreading that statement. Dr.
Curris, if we understand him,is
not saying that Tuesday's election represents a triumph of
bigotry.
Instead, he said.that the majority has its rights, too, which
ought not to be trampled upon
by militant minorities, and that
it has now asserted those
rights.
One of the rights of the tnajoiity is a.dominant- voice in'
public education, so long as the
rights of minorities are
respected.
We have all grown up a great
deal in the past three decades.
We know better than to see people in stereotypes. Every black
person is an individual'person,
not a bundleof feminine foibles.
And so on. ..
But somehow the same willingness to see people as individuals, not stereotypes, is
not always extended to the majority.
Producers of television
shows, for example, who
wouldn't dream of portraying

j
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The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-1976
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Next to having his wife come up missing, I guess the next quickest thing that
will make a fellow yell for the police
would be to think that someone had
taken his car. At least, a recent experience of Bill Barker's bears this out.
One afternoon not long ago, Bill, who
is the retired superintendent of the
Murray Electric System, went out to
'Little Wells Purdom's place on West
Main Street and traded for a new, 1981
model Oldsmobile, swapping his 1979
model in on it.
The older'car was already out there
when he drove out in his pickup to settle
up with Wells and to get delivery on the
new car.
This done, he got one. of Wells'
• employees to drive the new car tO his
home at 900 West Main and park it in
the garage. He followed in his pickup
and took the man back to the garage.
Then he went back home to cheek out

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
CesPirwiunt,

•
•
•4.4-04+++++++++++40-4-1.444.+44+++++•++4
any black man as Stepin fet4-•-•-•-ec++++++di+4
chit once did, have 'not comProposed consolidation of Murray Independent School District
punction about depicting all
with the county system underwent a turbulent campaign in a referProtestant clergymen either as
endum which asked the county system to increase its 17.3 cent
naive simpletons or meantax rate, one of the lowest in the commonwealth, in harmony with
spirited bigots.
the higher city rate. Murray appropriated $405 yearly for each
It is the last and most instudent, compared to $379 for the county system where $45 alone
sidious stereotype.
was required to maintain the transportation system. The variance
Dr. Curris wasn't intending
was explained in the higher scale of pay for city teachers and staff,
any such elaborate analysis of
naturally the rural teachers militantly supported the consolidation
public attitudes, we suppose.
in November asking fo'r a 15-cent tax increase. The proposal was
He was only saying that the era
defeated two to one, 2,219 voting
and 1,038 voting Yes. But
when everything was polticizthere will be a time when they will come together!
ed, everything seen in terms of
the civil rights struggle of this
Hendrick Burkeen, 74 year old farmer in the northeast section
group or that,is over.
of the county, died from a self-inflicted wound following a dramatic
Let's hope he is right. It is not
confrontation of the farmer with Judge Hall McCuiston and County
abandoning the commitment to
Attorney Robert 0. Miller in which the public officials sought to
the rights of minorities to say
gain a right-of;
way on Burkeen's farm. After the three men had
that primary emphasis should
inspected the proposed route for the new road and returned to the
now move on to other things.
houeshold, Burkeen excused himself to return with a .22 caliber
Like 'quality education and
rifled leveled at Judge McCuiston. Miller intruded to protect
the freedom of teachers to
McCuiston and in the melec several --shots-were •fired - with no
4each and of communities to-injuries. The officers left to get a warrant of arrest, but in their
run their own schools.
absence Mr. Biirkecn turned the gun on himself March 19. He
Whether Dr. Curris sees the
was buried in Jeffrey Cemetery.
issue in quite those terms may
Ori a brighter occasion, Mrs. Finas Outland, one of Murray's
be questioned, but he does see a
loveliest ladies and innkeeper for the National Hotel, celebrated
sharp turn in a new direction.
."There will be fewer grants,
the arrival of her sixteenth grandchild March 20.
less federal involvement in the
Sp4e Ronald S. Colson, 21 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleitus
schools, a conservative shift in
Colson of Murray, Was reported missing in action March 24, near
the Supreme Court and other
Tay Ninh, South Vietnam. Further news received by the parents
federally appointed bodies,
stated their heroic son had been killed in action March 21. Another
fewer regulations and a
gallant soldier and former President of the United States, Dwight
decrease in tax revenues."
D. Eisenhower, the President of Peace, died March 28, 1989, in
He may have read too much
Washington, D. C., from heart failure.
into the election. If the new conservative* government of
To Be Continued
Ronald Reagan botches things,
then all bets are off.
Thoughts
Mu'rray Ledger & Times
But Dr. Curds is right on
(LISPS 3014793/
target when he identifies the
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welter L Apperson
R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
task of educators in the days
The Murray Ledger & Times n published
every afternoon except Sundays, July
and years ahead. It is to imChristmas Day. New Years Day and Thanksg,
By Ken Wolf
prove the quality of education
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the shrewd student of human nature
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to let up a little. There are 413 Niccolo Machiavelli.
year
In the sixteenth
pages of Kentucky law and at- chapter of this book of advice to rulers,
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sighed the car coming west on Main and
-took out after it. Of course, they didn't
have far to chase it as Charlotte pulled
into their driveway, some three blocks
from downtown, and into the garage,
the police right behind her and Bill _ _
standing- there with" his hands on his
hips.
Parking and getting out of the'
cruiser, the officer walked up as Bill
was explaining to Charlotte why she
had been pursued by the police, and
said, "Well, I see you've found your •
car."
"Yep, I've found it," Bill replied .
somewhat sheepishly. How well I Know
the feeling,"and thanks for your help."
"That's okay," the officer said.I
"We'll get out an immediate cancella-i
tion on the bulletin on it." And he,
returned to his car, spoke briefly into
his radio mike and drove away.
Turning to Charlotte, Bill told her,
"Now, don't get in that car for at least
30 minutes. Let'srae- sure'that thing has
been cancelled before we drive it
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And they didn't.
++++++
Frank and Ruby Hargis, 1205 Poplar
Street, just may have the record for
having raised and eaten the last homegrown watermelon of 1980 in Calloway
County,
It was'on a-volunteer vine which
sprouted and grew in their flower bed.
Until the first frosts fell, it had several
pretty good sized melons on it,and they .
were the pride and joy of Frank, who at
76 is still painting houses.
One, however,survived the frosts, being well back under the shrubbery. It
grew to about 18 inches long.
Fearing Halloween pranksters would
get or burst it, Frank decided to pull it
Friday,Oct.31.
"It thumped green," Mrs. Hargis
said, "but when we cut it, it popped
open,good and ripe."

Looking Back

Nfr)

In Season

all the new gadgets they had put on thee
car different from those on the 1979
model, but when he got there, the car
was gone.
++++++
It couldn't have been more than 10
minutes since we had left • it in'.the
garage before I was back," he said.
The fellow had left the keys in the igni,
tion, so, naturally, my first thought was
that someone had stolen it."
Bill quickly called Wells and told him
that the car was missing, and Wells immediately called the police. "It hasn't
been gone long enough to be very far
away," he said. "It's still around here
somewhere. Don't worry. _They'll find
it."
As I so embarrassingly learned when
I thought inV wife was missing a couple
years ago and called the police,they not
only put out a local bulletin on
something like that, it also goes all over
this section of the country.
So, Bill's new'car was property andT.
:_thnrotiatay ,reported as missing. City, - -county. _and state police all over our
four-state area started keeping an eye
out for one fitting its description.
+++++,-1Now what Bill, Wells or the police
didn't know was that Bill's wife,
Charlotte, had it, and had gone out to
East Elementary School to pick up
their grandson, Will Gordon.
Charlotte, who is a guidance
counselor in the Murray city schools,
had driven her car Wile city schools
fice at the corner of South 9th and
Poplar Streets and unthinkingly locked
her keys in it.
Being only about a block from their
home, she had walked over to the
house, found the car in the garage with
the keys in it and without even realizing
she was driving a new and different
car, headed out east to pick up little
Will.
On the way back into town, the police
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Ten Years Ago Today
Scottie Jo Guy, 19, died yesterday at
the Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., from injuries sustained in
an automobile-truck collision at
Highways 94 East and 732 in Calloway
County on Sept. 10.
John Baxter Bilbrey, Kenneth Neal
Carson, Mary S. Farmer, Linda Harris
Gilmore, Donna Honchul, Andrea Kay
Kemper., Michael .Thomas -Mulford,
David Earl McKee, Kathy J. Rayburn,
Kay Pinkley Roedermeier, Rebecca
Jane Tarry, and Patsy Ann Tharp, all
of Murray, have' been selected for
"Who's Who In American Colleges and
Universities" at Murray State University.

Mr. and Mrs. Grover Puckett of Dexter Route 1 will observe their 60th wedding anniversary on Nov. 16.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Don Gibbs on Nov. 1, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Hood Jones on
Nov. 3, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Wilson, Jr., on Nov.6, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Aaron Dowdy on Nov.6.
'Cheerleaders 'at Calloway" County
High School are Susan Pierce, Vicki
Pat Lamb, Karen Braboy, Susan Pigg,
Shirley Hays, and Becky Burchett.
Mrs.Sue Outland is sponsor.
Chuck roast is listed at 43 cents per
pound in the ad for Storey's Food Giant
this week.

Twenty Years Ago Today

7

The limited constitutional convention
proposal was defeated by Kentucky
voters in the November general election.
The mercury dropped to 15 above
,zero on the night of Nov.9.
The Tigers of Murray High Sehool
have been declared champions of the
First Region Class A Football by Ted
Sandord, commissioner of the Kentucky High School Athletic Association.
They will meet Fort Knox in the semifinals of the state contest there on Nov:
18.
Thomas C. Doran will be presented in
a piano recital by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club on

Nov. 15. He is the son of Mr.and Mrs. T.
C. Doran and is instructor in,piano at
the University of Missouri,Columbia.
The Calloway County High School
Lakers will play the first basketball '
game of the school with Farmington
tonight at the Carr Health Building, :
Murray State College. Coaches are
Howie Crittenden and Richard Vincent.
Dr. Will Frank Steely of Murray State
College spoke at the World Community
day program held atthe North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church and sponsored by the United
Church Women.The music was by Mrs.
Howard Olila and Mrs. Richard Farrell.

Thirty Years Ago today
Department of the Murray Woman's
Deaths reported include W. P.
Club. Special music was by Mrs.
Wooden,50,
Glindel Reaves on the marimba.
The Murray High School and
George Hart, T. Waldrop, John
Princeton Butler football game was
Shackelford, 0. 0. Dublin, and Price
deadlocked at 0 to 0 on a cold windy
Lassiter are vacationing in Hot Sprnight at Holland Stadium, Murray.
ings, Ark.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
Hamburger, pure ground beef, Is and Mrs. Cyrel Lilly on Nov. 3, a boy to
listed at 49 cents per pound at Swann's'
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Cathey on Nov.
'''"
6,and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J. U.hop- - Grocery.
Showing at the .Varsity Theater is
son on Nov.7,
"Union Station" starring William
Dr. C. S. Lowry spoke on "World
'Holden, Nancy Olson, and Barry FitEvents" at the meeting of the Delta
zgerald.
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HOME
ENERGY
FAIR
MSU Livestock & Exposition
Center
College Farm Rd.

Fri., Nov.14-3-8 p.m.
Observe and compare the features of
available products for the purpose of
reducing energy use and home heating
bills. Sponsored through the Kentucky
Energy Conservation plan in cooperation
with local dealers of energy conservation
products.
Displays Will Include:
Woodburning stoves and fireplace inserts; insulation products and retrofitting plus solar ap
plications and heat pumps for new home construction.

Energy representatives will be
available to answer all questions.
Dealer drawings will be held for FREE
energy conservation products
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I.
The pleasant warmth from a wood
burning heater can reduce your electric
heating bill by up to 90 percent. And it
can give you peace of mind when winter
hits with snow and ice storms.
You now have the opportunity to participate in TVA's Wood Heater Project
and receive a wood heater survey, a safety inspection, and p0-interest loan. The
loan covers an amount of up to $800
toward the purchase and installation of
an acceptable, airtight wood burning
heater and is repaid over five years
through your utility bill. CaH us for
eligibility requirements and project
details.

Murray Electric System
401 Olive 753-5312

ST COPY AVAILABLE

Ways To Reduce Family Budget
Weather forecasts have beCOISC especially meaningfuLto
homeowners: not only as an indication of what to wear, but
also as an indication of what
to expect from next month's
energy bills. '
HA summer days and cold
winter nights create high air conditioning and heating expenses with which we're all too
familiar.
Yet, while there isn't much
that you can do about the
weather, or the high _price of
energy, there are thingt that can
be done to fight back. A twostep.money saving process has
been suggested by energy experts at the CenainTeed Home
Institute.
First, the energy specialists
recommend the use of an "Energy Tracking Chart" to track
specific .expencatires on -.a
month-by-month basis.
Recording units of gas, oil
and electricity used (as well as
the cost) will provide a running
total, and prevent unpleasant
surprises when you total your
expenses for the year:
Using a chart will also encourage energy conservation by
raising your family's awareness
of the extent of the expenses
involved in energy consumption.
But, the charting process is
only part of the suggested approach to conserving energy
and the family budget.
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Home Energy
Fair Scheduled
At Expo Center

AM

A Home Enefgy Fair to in- ducts as heat pumps and how
-form area residents of various they can save energy costs in
4.,
energy
conservation the home," a spokesman said.
measures that can be applied Information regarding solar
NOV
to reduce energy consumption energy applications will also
1
and-costeCactlail-home-wall be T boa-wadable.
held on Friday, Nov, 14, at the
Individuals will be able to
KEEPING A RUNNING RECORD OF HOME ENERGY COSTS ran help prevent unpleasant
M.S.U. Livestock and Exposi- obtain information regarding
surprise, at the cad of the year, aocording to the energy experts at the LertainTeed Home
tion Centerfrom 3-8 p.m.
the TVA interest free loan proInstitute. Use of•month-by-mouth tracking chart, such as the one shown here, will also help
The Home Energy Fair will gram for woodstove and inby making the family more aware of the energy they're using, and its cost, which in gum will
feature displays of the many sulation purchases and talk to
encourage con rvation.
products in Murray which can representatives about
be,Laud.in.Ine Wine to beill _woodstove , tire regulations
inches tothiattrmaximum effi
Weatherstripping., aulking
six or seven years, the ability to
reduce energy cbsts. Products and safety precautloill. "
iency, according to the
and other energy-savi
steps
show precise records of cooling
Coordinated by Murray
displayed by local businesses
are essential to reduce r-con„CenainTeee Home Institute.
and heating costs can help sell a
ditioning and heat loss.
Six extra inches will probawill include: Woodburning State University as a member
home land even add dollars to
most effective method o lowbly cost less than you think,
the selling price) if your home
stoves and fireplace inserts, institution of a consortium of
ering fuel bills is to use proper
especially in view of the 15
is energy-efficient.
heat pumps arid heating Kentucky regional univeramounts of attic insulation.
percent tax credit available on
systems, water heaters, in- sities and community colinsulation purchases.' In addiIn most cases, this one simIf you'd like information on
sulation, doors and -windows, leges, the Home Energy 'Fair
ple step.can cut back monthly
tion. installing insulation is an
the specifies of how to insulate
and other related products. is sponsored by the Kentucky
easy do-it-yourself project
expenses significantly. (Sayby yourself, or on the new tax
Representatives will be Department of Energy
which can be completed in one
credit for energy-conserving
ings vary. Find out why in the
day.
available to answer questions ,through the Energy Conmaterials, write for the free
seller's fait sheet on R-values.
booklets, "Insulation Facts"
about' the energy saving servation Plan.
Higher R-values mean greater
Adding the proper amounts
and "Tax Credit."
features of their products.
insulation power.)
of insulation and keeping good
Dealer drawings ivitl be held
How much do you need? If records of your energy ex,
"The Home Energy Fair
They are available from the
for free energy conservation
you cunrently have less than six penses can bring other benefits
CenainTeed Home Institute,
will be an excellent opportuniproducts. The public is invited
inches of insulation in your at- as well. Since the average
P.O. Box 860, Valley Forge, '
ty for individuals to compare
tic. you should add six more homeowner moves once every
to attend anytime between 3-8
PA 194S2
features of the many
p.m. Additional information
woodstoves and fireplace inregarding the program can be
serts on the market, to learn
obtained by contacting the Ofabout the advantages and
fice of Conferences and Contidisadvantages
of
available
inBeindoor
it
coil.
building
pumping
an
through
and
a
originally
developed
and
marenergy
In the face of-rising
nuing Education, Murray
sulation materials, And to
outdoors. But unlike an air
cause We vapor isnuw hotter
...keted in the 1930's.- When
costs and dimishing energy
State University, Murray, Ky.
learn more about such proconditioner. the heat pump
than room temperature. it
heat pumps ,first became
supplies, consumers have
at 762-2716.
can reverse itself. During cold
condenses — that is, turns
available, however,they had
been attempting to stretch
weather, a heat pump abto a liquid. The change from
a reputation for poor reliabiltheir energy dollars by taking
Save Money And Energy This Winter!
sorbs heat from the air outvapor to liquid releases the
ity: Compressors failed, valves
such actionsas turning down
doors and transfers it inside
heat. which is then blown.
leaked, and wires frayed.
their thermostats and adding
to heat the air indoors.
through the duct system to
Today, most of these techinsulation to their homes.To
Even very cold air con'
heat the house.
nical problems have been
help consumers achieve entains heat — "cold" simply
.The cycle begins again as
solved. and ,installation and
ergy saving,architects, buildmeans that some, but not
the liquid refrigerant, cooled
maintenance techniques have
ers,and manufacturers have
all.-of the heat has been reby releasing its heat to the
improved. The heat pumps
been working to. develop
moved.For example.at0°F,
house, is pumped back outbeing marketed are reliable,
energy-efficient heating and
air contains 89 percent of
side: On the way.it passes.
• and offer substantial energy
cooling equipment that offers
the heat available at I00°F.
through an expansion valve.
and dollar savings as well.
long-term energy savings.
Heat is totally absent from
which lowers the refrigerant's
What is a heat pump? BasOne device that has been
the air only at a temperapressure again so that it can
ically,a heat pump is a device
attracting more and more
ture
of absolute zero.or 460°
boil more easily in the outthat pumps heat from a
attention as an efficient.
below
0°F. Thus,even on a
door coil.
•
relatively. cool area to aneconomical alternative to
- told day, a heat pump can
Heat pumps can cool as
other. warmer area. In its
conventional heating and
extract
air.
.
some heat from the
cming_ mode,Anelir u.,,
well as heat simply by reverscooling -systems is the heat
outdoor air and pump it into
ing the heating operation.
heat.pumw.vuork4 like an
pump.
a
building
to
maintain
a
cumWhen cooling-,-they -absorb
ordinary air conditioner. b.
y
Heat pumps are not new;.
tunable temperature.
heat- from the indoor air,
extractingTheat from inside-electric heat pumps were
How does a heat
pumping it outside. 'just as
workeat
H
energy willpum? flow
air conditioners do.
—1
naturally from a warmer area.
How efficient is a -heat
to a cooler one, as from a
' pump? The efficiency of a
warm house to the cooler
home heating system is measoutdoors. A heat pump works
ured by the number of units
against this natural flow by
of heat energy output obusing a -refrigerant to move
tained for each unit of energy
--IW fromt a cooler aredti-)a---- —input. Of all the conventionwarmer one. To do this, the
al heating systems available
heat pump uses an outdoor
today, heat pumps alone can
coil containing a low-pressure
return- More heat than the
liquid refrigerant that is even*
consume.
cooler than the air. When a
Howcan heat pumps mulfad blows outdoor air across
tiply their energy input? In
'this coil, the cooler refrigsimplest terms, while eoherant absorbs the heat from
••entional systems use energy
the air, "boils." and turns to
to create heat, heat pumps
a vapor. The refrigerant vause energy to transfer and
por is then pumped through
intensify heat that is already
a compressor. where it beavailable in the surrounding
comes "superheated."
environment. A heat pump
THIS REAR VIEW OF A passive solar energy house shows
Once superheated. the reuses energy only to run the
a sun garden and glazed walls facing south.
frigerant vapor is pumped
.fan and the compressor.
alla
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Remarkable Electric Heat Pump

'Amber II
Stoves
areh
both
t
functionally
efficient and an
eye-catching addition
to your home.
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And See
our Display

'FIREPLACE

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
When the owners of a Denver
construction company that has
built many houses wanted to
build a house for themselves,
they chose a passive solar design by an architect on Long
Island, N.Y.
The design's odyssey continued when it won a prestigious
international award in Switzerland.
The house plans were ordered
from architect
. - Charles Koty
in May of 1979 and construction
was completed on Jan. 7 of this
year. Today, Glenda and David
Feeken are eloquent champions
of passive solar-energy housing.
Passive solar-energy systems
for heating and cooling utilize
the sun's rays without the use
of extensive mechanical equipment or conventional -solar collectors, relying instead on a
relationship between design
features and the resources of
nature.
• The Feeken house ia a twostory structure with vertical
siding. It has 1,214 square feet
of habitable space in the first
floor and 762 on the second. Focal point of the concept is a
glass-enclosed,south-facing sun
garden that is visible from the
entrance gallery and is
wrapped by the living, dining
and family rooms.
Solar energy is absorbed and
stored in a masonry wall and
dense floor. The sun garden
generates heat to the adjacent
areas by opening the sliding
doors, while direct heat is
maintained through glazed
walls that face south.
For summer cooling, eave
overhangs keep out unwanted
sun, with operable vents in the
top story windows drawing air
out of the house by convection
to provide natural ventilation
A backup heating system is
provided for use as desired
Glenda Feeken has this to say,
"It isn't just a passive solar
energy house, it's a livable
house. We put a wood-burning
stove in the family room. Ky.
using the passive solar heat
with the wood stove, we have
never turned on the backup
heating system."
What about cost compared to
a conventional house of the
same size,

Get Ready For Winter Sale
Featuring 10% Off These Already Low Prices
DROP BY AND SEE OUR ENERGY SAVING WOOD BURNING STOVES ON DISPLAY FRIDAY. MSU EXPOSITION
CENTER — ENERGY FAIR
I.
II
lebel
Double Door
Ponderosa No. 1

Burns 24 Wood Weighs 303 Lbs
Brick lined
Reg S299 95
Less 10°
.

1

Ponderosa No. 3
n,.,
w000
Weighs 460 Lbs
Reg 5349 95
Less 10°,

Burns 27" Wood
Weighs 495.Lbs
Reg. $499.95
Less 10°.

1'31495

'44995
Plus These Great Buys
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208 E. Main.

Ponderosa No. 23-1

Fireplace
Insert

Ponderosa
No 28
Weadsolaster
Fireplace Insert

Weighs 375 Lb%
Reg 5599 95
less 10'.

Hearth
Heater

Reg. $595.00

'53995

'535w
Complete With
Trim and Blowers

End Load
Burns 26 Wood
Weighs 280 Lbs
Reg $199 95

.'35995

MURRAY RENTAL & SALES CENTER
Formarly Murray Lawn IL frarslens

Nortek Iteisel

Fireplace
Insert
No HR 36
Fits Up To A
36 Ftreploce
Weighs 495 Lbs
Beg 5799 95

71995
753-8201
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Schmidt Named NL Player Of
Year Over Phillies Teammates
By HAI.BOCK
.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (API— Mike
Schmidt, the slugging third
baseman who led the
Philadelphia Phillies to their
first world championship in 97
years, was named National
League Player of the Year by
the Associated Press today.
Schmidt easily outdistanced
the field, leading a
Philadelphia sweep of the first
four places in the balloting by
a nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters.
He received 368'2 votes,
finishing far ahead of
Philadelphia - pitcher Steve
Carlton, who last week won
the National I.eague Cy Young
Award. Carlton • received 01'
votes. Phillies bullpen ace Tug
McGraw was third in the
balloting with 13, followed by
pepperpot first baseman Pete
Rose, who had nine.
Schmidt set'a major league
record for third basemen with

1980 ALLA% Ls TERN KIN!CLAY CONFERENCE CLASS AA SELECTIONS — Murray High senior Robin Roberts was
picked as an offensive end while senior Mike Gough was named to the team as one of the linebackers. Senior
tailback Tim Foster and senior defensive tackle Jeff Chadwick were given honorable mention.

REGIONAL QUALIFIERS— The Calloway County cross country team qualified 13 of
its runners for the regionals to be held in Morgantown, West Virginia. (See story for
details).

Laker Runners Qualify For Regional
On November 2, the
Calloway, County boys cross
country team competed in the
AAU Junior Olympic 'State
Championships held
in
Qualifying from Calloway
for the Region VI Championships to be held in Morgan-

town. West Virginia were
Craig Robertson and Marty
Wyatt in the l7-l8-!ear-old
division': Jeff' Harlan, Mike
Wicker, Paul Vought„blerlie
Chadwick and Todd Albritton
in the 15-16 division; and as
the state's first place team in
the 13-14 division Mark Thorn.

Darrell flarris_Mike Harlan, ;
Barry Knight and Tony
Lovett.
In the 11-12 division, Scott
Nix qualified as the first place
finisher in the state. .
Stephanie Wuest was the
third place qualifier in the
girls 11-12 division.

— The
HOUSTON I
Houston Oilers almost forgot
who they were Monday night
when they jumped to a 24-6
halftime lead against the New

England Patriots.
pulling out a 38-34 thriller.
But the Oilers, who prefer a
It wasn't decided until corgood cliffhanger to a blowout,
quickly got back in character nerback Greg Stremick inin the second half when they tercepted a Steve Grogan pass
in the end zone with 20 seconds
almost blew the lead and
treated fans to their weekly --left to play.
chamber of hOrrors before
And it took a couple of Mon-

Concerned About Your
Future Financial Security?
Your CPA can help.
A Certified Public Accountant is
a financial planning expert
Because of his familiarity with
tax planning retirement planning and estate planning a CPA
can render invaluable assistance
as your family financial advisor
Are your financial offoirs
arranged in such a way as to
nuntrnire taxes while
maximizing what is available for
you to enjoy now and during
retirement'
,Have you provided •
adequately for those you May
leave behind'
,
To insure your formly's SOCrUlty
-- now and in the future - con
salt a financial planning
professtionol your CPA Cer,
',lied Public Accountants Perform the fulflronge of or ounting
services

CPA
More than a title, it's a profession

Michael H. Keller 6th Street
201 S'

Cortifiad Public Accountant

753 8918

He also won the National
League runs batted in crown
with 121.
A perennial Gold clove
third baseman, Schmidt was
selected to the All Star team
for- the fifth time last season
and either led or was among
the NL leaders in several
other batting categories, including total bases, sacrifice
flies, slugging percentage and

runs scored.
Schmidt was the driving
force in the Phillies' pulsating
race to the National I.eague
East Division crown and had
the game-winning RBI in each
of his team's last five regular
season victories. It was his
home run in the 11th inning on
the next to the last day of the
season in Montreal that ended
the 'Expos' chances and clinched the division title for the
Phillies.
Schmidt was named Most
Valuable Player in the World,
Series after batting .381 with
two home runs, seven runs
batted in and six runs scored
against Kansas City.

The 31-year-old Schmidt isa
favorite to be named National
League Most Valuable Player
when the Baseball Writers
Association of America announces its selection later this
month.
Other players receiving
more than one vote were Dale
Murphy, Joe . Morgan, Garry
Templeton, Keith Hernandez,
Bill Buckner, Steve Garvey,
Jose Cruz, Dave Parker, Ron
LeF-lore, Gary Carter, Andre
Dawson, Dusty Baker and
George Hendrick.
The AP American League
Player of the year will be announced Wednesday night.

Dooley Knows Ranking
Only Certain For Week
The Bulldogs face Auburn
major Carol Fulghurn, had
ATHENS, Ga. (AP) —
driven to her family's home in
Georgia's football team is on Saturday and another point
Sandy Springs to watch the
No.1 in the nation in the perhaps concerning Dooley is
Associated Press poll; but the -last time—Georgia was-- :game on the-television set in
the den.
Coach Vince Dooley, cautiobs No.1, in 1942, the team lost 27"I was hollering so much,
as ever, points out that that's 13 to Auburn in a game at Columbus, Ga., knocking the
they locked me up in the
certain only for this week.
room," she said. "They were
"As a football fan and par- ,Bulldogs from the top spot..
ticularly as a Georgia fan I am
Georgia finished second in really getting mad — I was
very excited about it," he the nation that year and went screaming at the top of my
said. "The polls are great for to the Rose Bowl after beating lungs."
The rest of the day she
the game of football and great Georgia Tech 34-0.
for the fans, and really great
The last time Georgia finish- answered the telephone' by
for the Georgia fans today.
ed unbeaten was 1946, when saying, "How about them
Dawgst?"
. "But, as a football coach the Bulldogs ranked No.3.
Even one wrong number
and' particularly as the
Auburn has had problems responded,
"They:re great!"
Georgia football coach I don't
all season but beat Southern
"The town went absolutely
like weekly polls, particularly
Mississippi 31-0 last Saturday. berserk," said Frank
Willcox,
because of the history of the
"I think the real Auburn team
a geology major who was watlast two weekly No.l's," he
stood up Saturday: Dooley ching TV
at a bar.
said, pointing out that
said. "They're good enough to
Signs were p_ut saying,
Alabama lost to Mississippi
beat anybody."
"Honk if you love the
State 6-3 two weeks ago.and
Georgia's march to the top . Bulldogs," and _posters of
last week's leader Notre
Dame was tied 3-3 by Georgia spot this year culminated last Malley were being sold for $65
Saturday. when the Bulldogs at a newsstand. Bumper
Tech on Saturday.
"The significant thing about scored on a 93-yard pass play stickers said, "Me and you
us being No.1 is that we have from quarterback Buck Belue and a dog named Belue,"
not lost yet," Dooley said. . to receiver Lindsay Scott with while others said, "Go, you
"The only poll I'm really con- just over a minute remaining hairy dogs!"
to beat Floridao26-21 as arch.
And a local newspaper
cerned with is the one in
,Georgia Tech was tying jumped the gun, proclaiming
January. That's what it's all
Notre-Dame.
—
Ira headline m6re than a day
about"Ife—Was referring to
The campus went wild. One before the poll, "Oh, Great
the final poll after the bowl
coed, 21-year-okl education Scott, Georgia's No.1!"
games in January.

UL AD Files For Discrimination
SCOTT NIX

Oilers Almost Forget In 38-34 Squeaker
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
Associated Press Writer

48 home runs, breaking the
mark of 47 set by Hall of
Earner Eddie Mathews in
1953. It was the fourth time in
the last seven seasons that
Schmidt has led the NI. in
homers.

day night specialists, quarterback Ken Stabler and running
back Earl Campbell, to lead
the Oilers through.
Stabler, who has posted a 1(1
1 record in Monday night
games, completed. 15 of 17
passes for 258 yards and three
touchdowns.
Campbell, in his fifth consecutive 100-yard performance in Monday night
games, gained 130 yards on 30
carries and scored on runs of
three and seven yards.
"It's not a matter of 'I' but
'We," said Stabler when asked about his Monday night_
success. •"We've got an
outstanding offensive team
with a lot of talent." •
Campbell, who had only 46
yards rushing in the first half,
said he was trying too hard.
"A lot of the problem in the
first half was my fault,"
Campbell said. "I was trying
to push things too much. In the
second half I just slowed and
let- the offensive line do their
work. Their defense came at
us very hard. They've got a
great club. There's nothing
you can say bad about them."
The Oilers took an unaccustomed 24-6 halftime lead on
a 45-yard field goal by Toni
Fritsch, Stabler's touchdown
passes of 79 yards to tight end
Mike Barber and 4. yards to
tight end Dave Kasper and
Campbell's 3-yard run.
New England could muster
only field goals of 45 and 26
yards by John Smith.
But Grogan, who finished
with 25 completions on 39 attempts for 374 yards, brought
the Patriots to life in the third
quarter with a 39-yard
touchdown pass to Harold
Jackson and Don.Calhimui'S 1.
yirrtrrun:
The race really heated up in
the fourth quarter with Camp,
bell scoring on a seven-yard

run and Grogan matching it
with a 21-yard.touchdown pass
to tight end Russ Francis.
Stabler came back with a 16yard touchdown pass to wide
receiver Mike Renfro, but
Grogan had one more shot, a
15-yard scoring pass to Francis with 1:28 left in the game.
But it still wasn't-over. New
England's Mosi Tatupu
recovered an onside kick and
the Patriots reached
Houston's 19-yard line before
Grogan threw into the end
zone and Stemrick ended the
threat With his interception.
"I was looking for the corner 'on the interception,"
Stemrick said of his first interception of the year. "I was
taking a chance on thinking
corner, but I acted like a
receiver and I went up and
shielded him from the ball."
New England Coach Ron
Earhardt, who saw his team
drop to a 7-3 record, was
disappointed at his team's
missed scoring chances.
"We had plenty of chances
to -win tonight, but the best
team did not win," he said. "We're just as good as.they
are and we had plenty of opportunities to prove it. I feel
very proud of our football
team."
Oilers Coach Bum Phillips
was equally proud of his team.
"We played as good offensively as we possibly could have,"
Phillips said. "You all may
not think our defense played
well, but Patelling you those
people have put points on the
board against everybody."
Oilers defensive coordinator
Ed Biles gave credit to
Grogan.
"I'm sure when y, look at
Inns you'll see ,,'didn't
play all that bad. Grogan just
drilled the ball in there where
they could catch it. They were
just good passes."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
The University of Louisville's
director of women's athletics
has filed a federal complaint
alleging sex discrimination in
the sthool's athletic programs.
The action, filed Monday by
Becky Hudson, alleges
widespread
inequalities
between the women's and
men's sports programs. The
complaint was filed with the
U.S. Department of Education's Office of Civil Rights.
Ms. Hudson, an Assistant

When Ms. Hudson took over
Athletic Director at U of I„
said the inequalities are in the school's athletic program
funding, equipment, salaries, in 1972, she said the budget
travel expenses, working con- was around $4,000. This year
ditions and publicity pro- the program has a budget for
$500,000,
grams.
"I don't think the university
U of L Athletic Director Bill
wants trdeny opportunity,"
said Ms. Hudson. "But I don't Olsen declined to comment on
think it is aware of the specific allegations because
he had not read the complaint.
magnitude of the problem."
She said women athletes get He did say, however, that he
$11 a day travel expenses, believes the university has
while the football team stays • "bent over backwards" to brat the Executive West, a ing women's athletics into
Louisville motel, among other compliance with federal
regulations.
things.

f
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE

TV Football Without Announcers?

By WILL GIUMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Several years ago, when college football was at its zenith
and television was in its infancy, a guest checked into a
Philadelphia Hotel for the
Army-Navy game and found
in his room a coin-operated TV
set.

Of

After unpacking his bags, he what Don Ohlmeyer, enterput a quarter into the slot and prising executive producer of
settled back in an easy chair, NBC Sports., is seeking in his
only to find the TV audio on plans to alr an "anthe blink. •nouncerless" National Foot"I've got 30 'minutes of ball League game later in the
blessed silence," he said, with season.
We haven't made a final
a sigh of unrestrained relief.
decision, although I am very
The same blessed silence is interested in the experiment',"

Sports In Brief

said the young network executive, up to his turtleneck
sweater in messages and
memos in his Rockefeller
Center office: "We are contemplating it for the New York
Jets-Miami game--13m--20 in
Florida, granting the Dolphins
aren'f in playoff contention."
A TV football game without

College Poll

announcers?
w
Y.,
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• LaRtissa, manager, to a one-year con- Portland
stant jabber.
Atlanta
7 3 0 700 31-8 189
Monday's
Game
of seven for 124 total yards. . 'tempt and Watkins had an inDuran held the undisputed
Los Angeles
6 4 0 600 277 214
"Monday Night Football tract.
Uto,h 1011, Intimate 106
NEW YORK YANKEE$-Signed
Ford threw. two scoring terception.
lightweight title before runn•
San Fr.:mimeo 3 ".7 0 300 213 ,tn
Tueaday's Games
had perfect- chemistry for Doug Bird, pitcher, toe multi-year conNew
Orleans
0 TO 0 .000 168 310
Detroit at New York
LEXINGTON, Ky.-(AP) — breaking into prime time TV," tract. •
Moncley's Game
Muwauliee at Cleveland
BASKETBALL
Houston
38,
New
England 34
Denver at Washuigton
A world-record bid of $2 Ohlmeyer says. "No one can
National Basketball Association
Suncley, Nov. 16
Los Angeles at Atlanta
NBA-Signed a three-year agreement
million for a thoroughbred at a deny it has been a success. But
Baltimore
at
Detroit
,
Holutor at Dallas
with its referees' union.
Buffalo at Cincinnati
public auction was
Indiana at San Antonio
at the that was,10 years ago. Some
PORTLAND
TRAIL
(leveland it lattslicrgb
Keeneland Breeding Stock time, you have to go home
BLAZERS-Waived Larry Steele-, . Philadelphla at Clucago
Green Hay at New York Giants
Phoenix
at
San
Diego
forward:guard.
again."
Sale.
Im Angeles at New England
Kansas City at Portland
Women's Basketball League
New (*learn at Atlanta
Wednesday's Games
Ohlmeyer added that NBC,
The partnership of Tom
NEW ORLEANS PRIDE-Announced
Ptuladelptua at Washington
Washington at Boston
Gentry of Lexington, -Ky., which this year had broadcast the retirement of Paula Dean, forward; Denver
Tarrula Bay at Mnnesota
at
New
Jersey
and
T.C.
Cindy Williams, guard.
SI,lows at Dallas
William S. Farish III of rights to the World Series, the
NY at Philadelphia
Duckworth,forward-guard.
Holston at Owego
Mdwankee at Detroit
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Indiana center, scored 19 for should be ready for action in Houston and Warner L. Jones Super Bowl, Wimbledon tennis
HOCKEY
Kansks City at San Diego
109 Angeles at Houston
National Hockey League
Utah Coach Tom Nisalke was the losers, and Mike Bantom the near future.
Jr., of Goshen, Ky., paid the and the boycotted Moscow
New York Jets at Denver
QUEBEC NORDIQUES-Recalled ' San Antoruo at Phoenix
San
Francisco at Mianu
Utah wound up with 26 tur- record sum Monday for Street Olympics, is moving toward
bappy with his team's 108-106 came through with 16.
Kan,. City at Golden State
Bernie Saunders, left wing, from Nova
Monday, Nov. r;
Utah
at
Seattle
win over Indiana, its 10th in
noyers
League.
in
Hockey
American
the game. Indiana Dancer,a 13-year-old mare.
"Jack (McKinney) has done
Scotia of the
reduced audio.
Oakland at Seattle ) n
the young National Basketball an excellent job with that guard Dudley Bradley was
Street Dancer,a brood mare
Association season,
team," Nisalke said. "Billy responsible for a third of by Native Dancer out of
But he said he Wasn't Pleas- Knight is not just a good them, picking off nine steals. Beaver Street, is in foal to
ed with the way the Jazz turn- player, he's a great player, Knight's 36 points was his high English Horse of the Year Sir
.-ed-the-game overto-ludiarra in and he:showed.everyone why • for the season. He cattle Iffo----hrfir. She was consigned by
the final minutes of play ,Mon- tonight."
the game with 'a 15.1 scoring Clairborne Farm as agent.
.
.z.-„.440.-•••MNIk
day night.
"We played fairly well with average'
The record-figure surpassed
r, . ,..•„fir
• "The Pacers did a great job a depleted corps of starters,"
Dantley, the league's the $1.7 Million paid for a
with the press," Nisalke said. McKiiiney said. "But we leading scorer with 33.6 Points yearling colt by Lyphard at
"They didn't use it until late in played badly enough to lose by per game, managed to main- the July Selective Yearling
r44,
the game, but when they did, letting Utah get the shots."
tam that average. He scored Sale at Keeneland this year.
'
1-we didn't react to jt well at
19
points in the first half, but The old mark for a brood mare
Pacer starters Johnny
all."
Davis and George McGinnis was effectively contained in was $1.6 million for Syrian Sea
The Indiana-Utah contest sat out the game with injuries, tlje final quarter during which at last year's breeding stock
was the only NBA game Mon- but McKinney said both he managed only four points.
sale.
day night. ,
Leading 93-82 midway in the
CHECK THESE FREEZER SPECIALS
final period, Utah fell into a
Purple Hull
spell of sloppy ball handling,
thanks to the Pacers' press.
The Jazz turned the ball over
easFIRST COME FIRST SERVE, LIMITED SUPPLY
20 lb. $1 529
11 times in the quarter. At one
Chuck
point, they suffered through
five straight possessions
Lb.
By CHARLES WOLFE
without getting a shot off.
smashing Owensboro Apollo moved up to No. 2 with a 13-6
Associated Press Writer
Meanwhile, Indiana's Billy
40-23. Fort Thomas Highlands' overtime victory over Fort
Shoulder
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — season ended earlier and the Knox. Mayfield slipped to
Knight scored 18 of his gameLb $1 69
Unbeaten Paducah Tilghman Bluebirds remained third. third
high 36 paints in the final
at 9-2. Glasgow, 11-1,
lived up to its ranking in the Danville moved up to fourth at stymied Green County 33-13
period as the Pacers overtook
Sliced
first round of the playoffs, 8-3 by whipping archrival and held
the Jazz at 103-102 with a
onto fourth. 0,
Lb $570
trouncing highly regarded Boyle County 47-28.
minute and a half to play.
Pikeville, 10-1, did not play
3
Owensboro 40-1 4 and
But Allan Bristow and Billy
Louisville • Moore, 11-0. and remained fifth.
•
repeating as the No. 1 team in scared a 19-14 playoff victory
McKinney converted a pair of
Owen CountY again was
Choice
free throws each in the final 30 State 4A in the season's final over Ballard to keep its No. 1 topranked in Class A. The
Associated Press high school status in Jefferson County 4A, Rebels, 9-1, routed
seconds, and Utah grabbed a
Beth
•
Whole
football poll.
squeaker.
Secondranked Trinity, 10-1, Haven 46-6 and received six of
The Tornado, 10-0, received and thirdranked Bishop seven
Adrian Dantley led the win•
first-place votes.
_
ners with 33 points and rookie every first-place vote in David, 9-1, held their places.
Paintsville, 8-2, eliminated
balloting by sportswriters and Trinity rolled past Fairdale
Darrell Griffith came through
Fleming-Neon 21-14 in. a
•
broadcasters and figured to be 24-6 in a playoff and Bishop playoff and stayed
with 29. Bristow finished with
at No. 2.
favored in its playoff game David downed Iroquois 20-3.
15.
' The Tigers' next playoff Oppothis Week at Shelby County, 9James Edwards, the 7-foot-1
••
Butler stopped St. Xavier 23- nent is third-ranked
3.
6 and moved up to fourth while Cumberland. 10-1, v)lRh
The Rockets, meanwhile, the Tigers fell to No. 5. Both
'• .•
received the remaining vote
cracked the State 4A ratings are 8-2.
after
shutting
out
at No.5 with a 41-7 drubbing of
Fort Campbell, in a major Williamsburg 7-0. Paris movNorth Hardin.
2A
matchup, outfought ed up to fourth at 6-5 with an
Elsewhere in State 4A, Mayfield 14-7 and Was a 11-8 victory over Bourbon
Ashland Blazer, 9-3, climbed unanimous No. 1 choice at 11- County and Russellville, 8-2,
to second by whipping Camp- 0.
•
fell to fifth despite bombing
bell County 28-7. The Tomcats'
But Bardstown, also 11-0, Fulton County 27-3.
next playoff opponent is
•
•
•
previously unranked Lel,
•
ington Henry Clay, 9-2, which
•
measured Madison,Central 23Lb.
•
•
0 and earned the No. 3 spot.
•
•
Bowling Green, 9-2, was
•
•
•
eliminated from the playoffs
•
early in the season and retainedits' No. 4 rating.
NASHVILLE,Tenn. Al')- ference's offensive players of
The new -And very reliableOwensboro, No. 2 last week,
to
A 13 Dick 990 plain paper Copand Madison Central fell out of Brett Williams, a defensive the week.
ier compares to equipment Cost
end
at
Austin
Peay,
has
been
Jones, a .-senior from
ing 50% more
this week's standings.
named Ohio Valley Coh- Madisonville, Ky..,rushed for.
The 990 has all of the most
Louisville Moore, Fort
ference defensive player 'of 120 yards and one touchdciwn
wanted features of machines
Campbell and Owen County
Costing gr. more -theluding
the week.
• . - in 16 carries during Western
retained their itspective No. 1
the versatility to make IT ir
Williams,
senior from Kentucky's 30-15 homecoming
copies copy on both sides of
ratings,, but Woodford County
Memphis, was named Monday win over Middle Tennessee.
paper add use MOSI any kind,
moved to the top of the '3A
Of paper including overheat
after he totalled six tackles,• The victory Saturday gave the
7:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
transparencies and labels standings after Newport was
five assists, two tackles for Hilltoppers the OVC football
upset 214 by Conner.
7:00-12:00
Sat.
• loss and two caused fumbles in championship.
Woodforcrtounty,11-0,•was
the
Governors'
24-9
weekend
Braxton, a junior.from Cina unanimous ctioice_after a 34. or
cinnati, rushedlor 124 yards
28 viceory over Mbntgorpery upset of MurrayState.
.
OVG
officials
also
Monday and three touchdowns in 17
County. Newport, 11-1; tumbh
- 116 NORTH 7TH
chose Nate Jones of Western carries during Eastern Kened to fifth.
,
goommv4
%wvo,
."
4.
0
Kentucky
and
Tony Braxton of tucky's 48-7 victory over TenMAYFIELD
247-5912
-4wieworomk.
Union County, 9-2, moved
%.%‘•%%%
`
/
1
4
• MA
Eastern
Kentucky the ,cqn- nessee Tech.
from fourth to second 1)5,

cites
-year-old Schmidt is.a
to be named National
Most Valuable Player
he Baseball Writers
kin of America anits selection later this

Leona. rd Begins Workouts Today. In Preparation For Duran Bout

players receiving
an one vote were Dale
, Joe.Morgan, Garry
on, Keith Hernandez,
kner, Steve Garvey,
La, Dave Parker, Ron
), Gary Carter, Andre
, Dusty Baker and
Hendrick.

NFL Standings

lP American League
)1' the year will be ant Wednesday night.

Racer Jayvees Roll
To 40-0 Win Monday-

'king
ieek
Carol• Fulghum, had
to her family's home in
Springs to watch the
in the- television-net in as hollering so much,
)cked me up, in the
she said. They were
getting mad — I was
Ling at the top of my

7. (.0 ..7..:, 2.,z,„

NBA Standings

„VhanY uJels

Transactions

Thoroughbred Sold
For Record Figure

rest of the day she
ed the telephone' by
"How about them

one wrong number
led,"They!re great!"
town went absolutely
said Frank Willcox,
gy major who was watV at a bar.
were . out saying,
if you love the
Is," and .posters of
were being sold for $65
newsstand. Bumper
3 said, "Me and you
dog named Belue,"
ghers said, "Go, you
cogs!"
a local newspaper
I the gun, proclaiming
Idlifferifere than a day
the poll, "Oh, Great
eorgia's No.1!"

Nisalke Happy With Victory
But Not Pleased With Ending

se

„,,„,,,,,,m,
,...v.,„..............,
--•%•%.,, v•voN ,,,..., ,,,,,„,,,,,,,viNte.
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Let Gibson's Fill
Your Freezer Now!

iation

, Ms. Hudson took over
ool's athletic program
, she said the budget
ound $4,000. This year
gram has a budget for

Tilghman Maintains Number 1
Ranking Behind Playoff Victory

L Athletic Director Bill
eclined to comment on
allegations because
not read the complaint.
say, however, that he
s the university has
,oer backwards" to brimen's athletics into
ance with federal
ions.
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$ 59

Roast
Cheese
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$369

Rib Eye

•

I— Plus +

Lb
"225 .to 325Lb.

Why pay 500/o
more for a
copier than
you need to!

APSU's Williams Gets
OVC Defensive Honors

Sides Of Choice Beef $
l 3'
Guaranteed Tender

•

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

•
•
•
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GIBSOW HAM CO.
107 N. 3rd St..

Hours:

Phone 753-1601

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray" •
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Deaths & Furetran
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Funeral Services
Held Today For
Mrs. Millie Outland

Funeral To Be
Wednesday For
Mrs. Maude Seaford

Funeral services were held
this morning in the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home for Mrs. ' Millie
Smotherman Outland with the
Rev. Robert Retbenuth of
Poole officiating.
Burial was in the Barnett
Cemetery. Pallbearers were
Roy H. Hubbs, Bobby Crittenden, Joe Smotherma n,
Dave Sinotherman, Craig
Killebrew and David Waldrop.
Mrs. Outland,86, died Saturday at the Jennie Stuart
Hospital. Hopkinsville.
Survivors include It-d
daughters. Mrs. Buck Crittendon._ Warren,.Mich., Mrs. Bo$r_
Haligan, Baxter Spring. Kan.,
and Mrs. Ruby Killebrew.
Nashville; stepdaughter, Mrs.
Raymond Jones, South 2nd
Street,- Murray two sons, Al
Stnothermam'Fontana, Calif..
and J. R. Smotherman, Ortin. ville..
stepson, R. C.
Outland, Murray; four
sisters: two brothers; nine
grandchildren;
five
stepgrandchildren; 13 greatgrandchildren; and nine step
great-grandchildren.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Maude Seaford, 409 N. 4th
Street, Murray, will be held at
2 p.m. Wednesday at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. George T. Moody officiating.
'
Burial willbe in the Murray
Memorial Gardens. Friends
may call at the funeral home
until the funeraf hour.
Mrs. Seaford, 86, died Sunday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was the
wife of R. L. Seaford, who died
-Jan. 7 196o. She was preceded
• in -death by one son, Trellis
(IQ)Seaford, who died Nov.

Retarded Citizens
Association To
Hold Card Sale
The Cailowav
County
Association for Retarded
Citizens has begun its annual
Christmas Card Sale:
The cards, which sell for
$5.50 per box of 25,feature five
designs created by mentally
handicapped children and

adults.
Post cards, in packages of
25., and cards designed by'
students at the MurrayCalloway County Comprehensive Care Center also are offered for $2 per pacWe.
To order cards or for more
information,. call Peggy
Williams at 753-6622 or 7539235 after 5 p.m. Any member
. of the association or Student
Council for Exceptional
Children also can be contacted.

Hog Market

.

She is survived .by two
sisters, Mrs. Lottie Clayton,
Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs.
.Dan.Bailey, North • 8th Street,
Murray; four grandchildren,
Shirley Bouknight and Steve
Seaford, Murray, David
Seaford; Lexington,• and
Peggy Walker, Jackson,
Miss.; and five greatgrandchildren.

Senior Citizens
To Prepare For
Annual Bazaar
All senior citizens planning
to sell articles at the Senior
Citizens' Bazaar are asked to
meet on Thursday, Nov. 20, in
the Ellis Center to set up
tables.
The senior citizens also are
asked to bring their articles
then. The bazaar will be held
Friday, Nov. 21.
Those not able to attend this
meeting are asked to call
Verona Grogan at 75.39041
b,etween'l:30 p.m. and 3.
' If anyone would like todonate new handmade articles
to the bazaar, call 753-0929 by
Tuesday, Nov. 18.

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
a m CST today furnished to The Mutray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp., of Murray
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler

•

7.85
+3
/
4
434 unc
38 tine
49,8 unc

GAY
Federal-State Market News Service
General Dynamic..............
November 11. 1980
General Motors
unc
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
General Tire
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
' GoodriCh
18+,4
Receipts. Act. 802 Est. 600 Barrows &
Goodyear
Gilts .25-.50 higher Sows steady 50 lower
424+T.
'Gulf Oil
US 1-2 210-240113s.
$47.0047.25
26.-s unc
Hardees
US 2 210-250 lbs
$46 7547.00
Heublein
67,
144-4-4
US 2-3 240-260 lbs
145.75-46.75
I.B.M.
US 2-4300-200 lbs
2IP4b, 20.sa
Jerico
Sows
K-mart
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
835 66-3980
Kuhn's Bit K
US 1-3 300-450 lb,
$37.00-39.
Pennwalt
US 1-3 4.50-500 lbs.
. 119 00-42.00
Quaker Oats
US 1-3 500-650 Id,
39I-2-+76
$42 00-43.50
Texaco
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
400-14
836.00-37.00
U.S. Tobacco
15 b.
Boars 29 00-31 00
Wendy's

Standards....

NUTRITION LESSONS — Third grade students at Carter Elementary School are
receiving several nutrition lessons from Clara Bramley, assistant extension agent in
food and nutrition of the Calloway County Extension Office. The students are
preparing for a cookie baking contest to be held later in November.

Geologist To Speak At MSU
A noted geologist will be on
the Murray State University
campus tonight, Nov. 11, to
speak to the school's Sigma Xi
Club on "Deep Sea Drilling
and Plate Tectonics."
Dr. William E.Benson of the
Division of Earth _Sciences,
National Science Foundation,
Washington, D.C., will 'speak
at 8 p.m. in the,auditorium of ,
Mason Hall, North 14th and
Payne Streets, following a
6:30 p.m. banquet in his honor.
Benson has worked in both
private industry and government for almost 40 years as a
geologist and as an administrator of scientific programs. •
At the NSF, he was instrumental in starting the
widely-publicized Mohole and
Deep Sea Drilling Projects.
He also has Served on a
number of advisory commit-.

tees, including the Committee
on Underground Disposal of
Nuclear Wastes.
•
.
Sigma Xi is a national scientific research society, and'Dr.
Charles Chaney, activing
chairman of the university's
Department of Agriculture, is

president of the Murray State
club.
Although the lecture is free,
tickets for the banquet are
$5.00 each. Reservations arc
requested and may be made
by calling Chaney's office, 762:3327.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE., Ky. i AP — Cattle
2800; slaughter steers steady: slaughter
heifers untested: &laughter cows steady;
slaughter bulls steady; slaughter calves
and vealers steady; feeders under 500 lb
1.00 lower; other weights steady; twifers
1.00 higher;
Slaughter steers choice 1069 lb 6510;
mixed good and choice 975 lb 62.90; good
1012,1025 lb 59.25-61.75: standard 7811145
lb 53.00-58.00;
Slaughter cows commercial 43.0045.00; utility 41.50-48.00; high boning
utility 48.00-49.50; cutter 40.00-44.30; canner and cutter under 800 lb 35.50-40.00;
Slaughter bulls 1317-1850 lb 61.50-66.00;
1850 lb bulls 66.00; 1-2 10504485 lb 54.8059.50; 1280-1475Ib 48.0154.00;
Slaughter calves and vealers choice
and prime 215-230 lb vealers 70.00-80.00;
choice 315-360 lb calves 55.0057.50;

feeder steers 245-400 lb 66.0040.2.5; 400500 lb 66.00-70.50; 500-600 lb 67.00-73.75;
600-700 lb 64.0172.75; 700-800 lb 61.5°67.30; 300-500 lb 63.00-6610: 500-600 lb
60.00-67.25; 840-1020 lb 62.75-63.00; 300-500
lb 60.00-66.00; 501700 lb 56.0466.00; holsleins 700.785 lb 52.00.55.80; heders 300400 lb 59.00-66.50; 400-501 lb 59.0168.75;
501600 lb 57.00-64.50;..408-525 lb 5101
60.00; 350-6001b 50.00-57.00; stock cows I2 650-950 lb 42.25-54.50;
Hogs 900; harrows and gilts 25 higher; .
1-2.220-250 lb 48.00-48.35; 210-250 lb 47.5048.10: 2-3 251270 lb 47.00-47.50; 260-285 lb
46.75-47.00; sows steady; 1-2 401450 lb
42.00-43.00; 450-500 lb 43.00-44.00; 500-650
lb 44.00-45.75; utility 250.515 lb 38.2541.00; boars over 300 1633 25-34.00; under ,
300 lb 28.50-30.00;
Sheep 25; untesten.

(Continued froniPage 11
servation staff, while Clement has
backed away from city endorsement
until everyone's view is in.
Distributors, several industrial
customers and chambers of commerce
representatives opposed the TVA proposal for mandatory time-of-day rates
for industrial and commerical users
and new homes.
The time-of-day rates would charge
customers a little lower rates at night,
but a-little higher rates in the peak
daytime hours when more expensive
generating capacity must be used to
meet the larger demand.
Antipoverty groups and others speaking for residential customers said industry should pay "larger share of recent rate increases to finance TVA's
massive nuclear construction program
because they are the chief advocates of
the new power plants.
The consumer groups endorsed
TVA's program to extend its existing
preferential rates for residential
customers from 500 kilowatt-hours to
2,000 kwh in the winter to help poor
customers meet their power bills and
still keep warm.
But TVA's 160 retail distributors, in a
statement from the Tennessee Valley
Public Power Association, said the
residential preference should be spread
out evenly over-every kilowatt-hour instead of just the first 500 kwh or 2,000
kwh.
Residential customers get a 16 percent discount on the first 500 kwh they
use each month under existing rules.
Those savings, which come from TVA
allocating its low-cost hydroelectric
power from dams to homes rather than
industry, totaled $242 million in 1979.
Without increasing the total, the proposal would give a 33 percent discount
for the first 500 kwh and 2,000 kwh in
December-January by raising the
residential rates by about 16 percent

above that amount.
•
Robert Hemphill, TVA's rates and
conservation chief, said customers can
keep their monthly electric bills below
2,000 kwh in the winter and 500 kwh the
other nine months if they practice conservation and have adequate insulation.
Donna Lefebvre, an attorney for
Rural Legal Services of Tennessee,
said the new rules should be adopted as
soon as possible to save low-income
families as much as $50 million during
the 1981-82 winter.
The distributors and TVA's lamest
industrial customers criticized several
methods the federal utility used in
calculating the costs and benefits of its
proposals and urged more delay in
making any changes.
Richard Cate of the Knoxville
Homebuilders Association said the
hal-sing insulation standards would further cripple his already depressed industry and make homes unaffordable
for thousands of people.
Cate and other housing industry
spokesmen had no figures for how
many families in the seven-state TVA
region might be priced out of the
market, but the Chattanooga Utilities
Board estimated the number at 58,000,
Frederick Hitchcock of the Chattanooga Utilities Board said the TVA
home insulation standard would add
$3,500 to the $55,600 average price of a
new home in the region and $41.59 to the
monthly payment on a 30-year mortgage at 13 percent interest.
Hemphill said the proposal was made
after 1979 figures from the National
Association of Home Builders -showed
23 percent of the new houses in Tennessee have no insulation at all.
Hemphill's figures, which Cate
disputed, also indicated homebuilders
have been cutting More corners on insulation and other energy-saving
measures in the past two years.

DREAMS ARE COMING TRUE
WITH SINGER'S DOLL HOLISF
From the fantasy world of miniatures, the fasrest
growing family hobby in America today. Doll House
from Singer Furniture. A patented collection of
correlates offering hours of fun as well as sleepstudy-storage function. Built on a scale of 1' to 1"
so that doll furnishings fit perfectly,each piece
captures the timeless appeal of yesteryear in
clapboard white and Williamsburg colors with
open shelf backgrounds adapted from actual
doll house interiors.'Attention to authentic detail
and enduring value is evident throughout
Doll House ... a dream come true for all ages.
Come in today and see how Singer has made
furniture fun to own,fun to give!
••(

A display of handwoven items are now being shown at
the- Calloway County Public Library in the main library
•
.
building.
The display, which can be seen through the month of
November, includes several coverlets woven in the early
1800's and ownethby Collector LaRue Wells. Several wall
hangings, designed and woven by local artist- Emily
Wolfson,and a bedspread and pillows by Sally Guy, who is
known nationally few her weaving expertise, are among
the pieces shown.
Phyllis Alvic Schroader is showing a colorful red and
blue wall hanging of her making, and South American
hand-woven wall hangings from the collection of Dr. and
Mrs. Castle Parker may be seen.
Also included in the display are hand-woven place mats
and coasters designed by Frances Latham.
"The public is invited to come by the library during
library hours in the month orNovember," Velva Maupin,
coordinator of the show,stated.

Singer Furniture
What America is coming home to!'

Now Available At...

MARJORIE and BILL
MAJOR
wishjo announce their affiliation with

Dunn Furniture.
& Appliance

AEH Travel
Time Inc.
Air; reservations by APOLLO automation.
We-ask -that our clients, and others,- calf us
for all their travel needs at. . .
753-0880 Even Evenings

641

Murray, Ky.

COLORED PRINT

753-3037
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Nevada School Teaches Judges All Over World

OUTSTANDING SENIOR — David Fran rig t. receives
the "Outstanding Senior Photojournalism Award" from
Jim Highland, left, associate professor in the Journalism
Department and Dr. Donald Zacharias, president of
Western Kentucky University.

David Frank Receives

Photojournalism Award
1

David Frank of Murray has
been named to receive the
"Outstanding Senior Photojournalism Award" at
Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green.
Frank, a 1976 graduate of
Murray High School, was
presented the award at the annual WKU awards banquet.
He was among more than 2,000
who received degrees during
the Spring commencement exercises at Western.
Frank was selected for
membership in Phi Eta
Sigma, freshman honor society, during his second semester
and continued his academic
honors by being named to the
Dean's list each year. He was
designated a presidential
scholar his senior year.
During his freshman year,
Frank served as photographer

for die yearbook, the
Talisman, and the bi-weekly
university newspaper,the College Heights Herald. His second year he was elevated to
chief-photographer of the
university newspaper and
became photo editor during
his junior term.
This past year Frank was
managing editor of the
Talisman and photo-editor for
the magazine section of the
College Heights Herald.
Following graduation, he
spent three months on a solo
back-packing tour of Europe,
visiting 11, countries. He
recently accepted a position
as a photojournalist with the
Jackson, Miss., ClarionLedger.
Frank is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. James H. Frank of Murray.

By MITCHELL LANDSBERG
Associated Press Writer
RENO, Nev. (AP) —
Takashi Sonoo of Japan,
Patricia MaCaulay of Sierra
Leone and Charles Lamm Jr.
of North Carolina. All three
are judges, and-all three are
"classmates," graduates of
the National Judicial College
in Reno.
Since 1964, the National
Judicial College has been
teaching American judges
how to do their jobs, with
judges coming from around
the country for one to three
weeks of intensive study in
classes with names like
"Evidence" and "Traffic
Court" and "Minorities and
Handicapped in the Courts."
But something new is happening. The judicial college's
reputation is spreading
abroad, and more and more of
its participants are from
foreign countries. A college
roster these days might injudges
from,
clude
Afghanistan, China, England,
Nigeria — even the Soviet
Union.
"This year We've had more
foreign judges than ever
before," said Judge Ernst
John Watts, dean of the college. "We try to encourage all
judges visiting in the country
to stop up here."
What the judges study at the
college largely depends on
their interests and where
they're from, Watts said. But
for the most part, the foreign
judges enroll in courses dealing with legal procedure
rather than the law itself,
since laws differ from country
to country while procedures
are often the same.
"Foreign judges come here,
because they want to compare

FREE DELIVERY

IS OUR SPECIALITY!
+ PLUS +
*15% Cash Discount On Prescriptions
*Complete Insurance & Tax Records
*Emergency Service Provided
Locally Owned 8. Operated
Bob Dunn RPH — Bill Hewlett RPH

HOLLAND DRUGS
EAST SIDE OF CT. SCE — DOWNTOWN MURRAY 753-1462

irniture

the process of what we're doing with what they're doing,"
said Watts.
Part of what they want to
learn, he said, is how the
United States trains its
judges. Most American judges
start their careers on the
bench with no job training at
all, in contrast to most other
countries which have mandatory training programs for
those who want to become
judges,said Watts.
Sonoo, for example, started
his judicial training immediately after college, when
he entered Japan's Legal
Training and Research Institute. After two years of
study, he ''as appointed an
assistant judge. Most of his
classmates went on to become
practicing attorneys.
Sonoo,30, is in effect serving
a 10-year apprenticeship
under a full-fledged judge in
Tokyo District Court. Now in
his sixth year, he is among the
few judges chosen each year
by the Japanese Supreme
Court to study abroad.
"We are trained much more
in Japan • than judges in the
United States, but it is because
our system is much different," Sonoo said."We put a
great stress on education in
Japan. Our traditional way of
thinking is a little different."
Still, Sonoo praised the
judicial college for the training it offers American judges.
And he said the American
lecture-style classes were
"fascinating."
He nodded in agreement
when Ms. Macaulay, a
Britishtrained magistrate in
the Freetown Magistrate's
Court, said of the judicial col-

lege, "I don't know of any one
like it anywhere in the world. 1
mean,a place where judges go
to school — it's really quite
unique."
Ms. Macaulay, 44, is here to
study juvenile law. "Juvenile
law is comparatively new with
us," she said, "and this has
given Inc an opportunity to see
how it is done here."
The college was founded in
1963 by the Joint Corrunittee
for the Effective Administration of Justice, under the
stewardship of the late
Supreme Court Justice Tom C.
Clark. The first Session was
held in Colorado in 1964. A
year later, the college moved
to Reno.
Here it is housed in a handsome brick building built in
1972 on the campus of the
University of Nevada-Reno. It
has a staff of 38, a library of
49,000 volumes.
Its funding comes from the
Max C. Fleischman Foundation in Reno, the American
Bar Association, Dow
Chemical, the Gannett
Newspaper Foundation, the
Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, the Ford
Foundation and more than a
dozen other sources.
The college awarded more
than 1,500 certificates of completion to judges in 1979 —
compared with 83 its first
year.
Like most American judges
attending the college, Sonoo
and Ms. Macaulay are on
expense-paid trips. Sonoo's
tuition is being paid by the

Japanese Supreme Court, and
Ms. Macaulay is on a United
Nations fellowship.
A three-week session costs
$600. Classes begin at 8 a.m.
and gentrally run until 5 p.m.
The judges live together, eat
together and talk together.

When they talk, it's usually
about law.
Watts has been known to
boot out judges who didn't
view the college seriously. A
former Wisconsin judge, he
himself takes the college very
seriously. He , sounds like a

man with a mission when he
says that, ideally, judges
should be trained for two or
three years, not three weeks.
which is the norm at the college.
"We have so much we want
judges to know," Watts said.

GHOSTLY HA•kg (artAtif entary
third graders decorated the main hall
of the school with
studen made in art classes. Representatives of
each class are shown
of the "hall of ghosts." First row, from left,
Heather Begley, Allysefty
Easley, Laura Ferguson. Second row Derek Troxler,
Mike Woods, Kaci Boa k
ers Darla Culver and LaQuona Todd
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Second Film Of
International
Festival To Be Shown
The second film of the 198081 International Film Festival
at Murray State University,
"Small Change," will be
_shown twice Thursday. Nov.
13, in the Student Center
Auditorium.
A 104-minute,full-color, 1976
French release, the film will
be shown at 2 and 7 p.m. The
showings are free and open to
the public.
In it, the director, Francois
Truffaut, builds "an intricate
and graceful mosaic around
the lives of several children in
a small provincial town,
masterfully eliciting moments
of raucous hilarity and genuine
trauma
and
demonstrating a vision of
childhood that is profound and
wise, realistic and entertaining," according to one critic.
A New York critic called the
film "lovely, a rarity, a poetic
comedy that is really funny."
The film will be introduced
by Dr. Bertrand Ball, an
associate professor in the
Department of Foreign
Languages,and after its showing he will conduct a panel
discussion for all interested
persons.
Also participating in the
discussion will be Dr. Terry
Strieter, an assistant professor of history, and Mrs.
Suzanne Keeslar, an instructor in the Department of
Foreign Languages.

LA-Z-BOY®

Gh.ei -cm.a,s
SALE

Exceptional Savings On ;
Famous La-Z-Boy /
ReclinaRocker®

SAYE
'100" TO
'150"

-.5

OFF REGULAR
LIST PRICE

RECLINA-ROCKER chair
The La-Z Boy Reclina Rocker chair allows you to rock and recline to
your most comfortable position It offers the added feature of the
legrest which works indeoendentty of the rechning action There are
many tabncs and vinyls 'or your selection

The Chicken is Coming!

!ming home to!'

MURRAY, KY

SATURDAY (NOV 22)

A Small
Deposit
Will Hold
Your La-Z-Boy
'Til Christmas

Catch the world's most famous chicken — The San
Diego Chicken — Saturday (Nov. 22) when the Murray
State University Racers open their 1980-81 basketball
season with a game against the England National Team.
The Chicken will bring his comedy act to Racer Arena
for the 8:05 tipoff. Make plans to join him at MSU for the
most entertaining basketball game of the 1980-81
college season.

MSU / ENGLAND NATIONAL TEAM

1

NOV. 22 / RACER ARENA / 8:05 P.M.

MSU STUDENT MUST PURCHASE OCTET

I

ALSO COMING
SAT. (NOV. 22)

ST COPY AVAILABLE

Over 150 Chairs In Stock To Choose From

CALL 782-8184 OR WRITE
MSU TICKET OFFICE

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

Football

MSU / Western Kentucky
1'30 p.m --atewirt Stadium
Women's Basketball — MSU / UT Martin
6:00 p.m., Racer Arena

1
1

Free
Delivery

.*ArorreArvArwArirter
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753-4834 I
Murray, Ky.
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Mother Rides Tall In Saddle

•

By TAMARA JONES
naundson 's
20 eiir -al d
daughter and Dawnitis halfAssociated Press Writer
LONG BEACH, Calif. ( AP! sister.
It's not easy being a mother
All three grew up on Jan's
when your. little girl is father's ranch in Garden
facefirst in the dirt arid 1,500 Valley, Idaho, where the famipounds of steak with the horns ly produced rodeos. While
still attached is barreling their dad does that, the kids
down on her.
•
ride rodeos across the country
It's at times like that Jan and in Mexico, spending the
Edmondson reconsiders her school year in Ponder. Texas,
rodeo career arid the role 30 miles north of Fort Worth.
model she provided for her
"It's just a sport to us,"
seven children.
shrugs Mrs. Edmondson, a
At 13, daughter Dawnita is grandmother-to-be who has
the youngest of the 12 top- been in pro. rodeo for 25 years.
ranked bull riders on the allAll my kids ride. They start
women's professional rodeo out oncalves when they're 2 or
circuit. She faces sonic tough 3, then work their way up to
competitors when she puts her steers and bulls."
r.
110 poimds -atop a 1.30(1 pound
Mrs. Edmondson, Dabinita
Brahma and they fly into the and Tonya •squared off with
arena.
nine other women for the 1980
ivtairt-, tor'-example:-At'37;---,Cowgirls Rodeo Association
Mrs. Edmondson is the oldest National Championship
of the top 12 bull riders.
Finals, which began Saturday.
And last year's world chamWhen it was over Sunday,
pion in women's bull riding Mrs. Edmondson had split 3rd
%% as TOnya Tucker.=Mrs,Ed- and 4th place in. the bareback

_CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Policemen
5 Beverage
8 Adam's son
12 Norse god
13 Vehicle
14 Learning
15 Spot

17 Meager
19 Thicket
20 Command
21 Athletic
group
21 Indefinite
'number
24 Born
26 Strength
28 Batter
31 Negative prefix
32 Spread hay
33 Exist
34 Ordirrance
36 Specks .
38 Pale
39 Declare
41 Unusual
4.3 Apportion
45 Depart
48 Jargon
50 Rents
51 Pintail duck
52 Reverence
54 Fondles
55 Lugs
56 Obtain
57 Wild plum
DOWN
1 Flake
2 Aroma
3 Buccane.er
4 Adder
5 High card
6 Stale Abbr
7 Bitter vetch

8 Frighten
9 Edge
10 Gaelic
11 Ogle
16 Jump
18 Indigent
22 Engine
23 Jewish festival
24 Nothing
25 Guido s nigh
note
27 DEurp
29 Arabian garment
30 Males
35 Man's name
36 Allot
37 Transaction
38 'Pap' maker
40 Ballots
42 Harvests

1

2

3
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0130 0000 00
MUM 010101000
000011113 1000
000 013 LOU
00 17013000 0
UU 00 00 013
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LOU 00 000
000 0000130
0013000 MOO
00 0000 BOO

EKE

LOSE

43 Church part
44 Tibetan
priest
46 Prohibit

4

5

6

EDI

17 Actual being •
49 Tatter
50 Permit
53 Pronoun

7

8

9

10 1

14

hi
15
III

Answer to Monda's Puzzle

16
21

U

13•
17 18 UR
20

Id id
hil•
39 40

37
41

2520 la

Id
WISU

III
ill
WIWI
hi id 54
illhi

hi"
48
51

before the six-second qualifying time was up.
Mrs. Edmondson opted not
to ride the bulls because her
three broken ribs hurt arid she
was afraid further injury
would jeopardize her chances
in the bareback bronc
Not that mishaps
anything new to her.

are

"You're Lain' to the wreck
of the rodeo circuit, honey,"
she smiled painfully. Her
cheekbone is broken, the
result of an August encounter
with an angry bull.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER 12, 1980
What kind of day will tomorway. Your dynamism imrow be? To find out what the a
presses! Find a creative outlet
stars say, read the forecast
for extra drive. Buy a gift for a
given for your birth Sign.
loved one.
ARIES
SCORPIO
Mar.21 to Apr. 191
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
Career and financial inWork from behind the
terests are favored now, but scenes is well directed,
don't let seld-consciousness especially in connection with
cause you to make a social financial interests. Don't shutblunder. Be natural.
off a loved one. Show your true
TAURUS
feelings.
Apr. 20 to May 201
SAGITTARIUS
Extra energy well-directed (Nov. 22 to Dec.21) Wif
makes for success. Watch the
Take charge of group activisensitivity of a co-worker. ty. A friend needs help, but
Evening favors cultural mat- doesn't know how to ask for it.
ters and romance.
Evening brings inspiration.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
r May 21 to June 201
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
You're able to give your all
Your purposes are set in a
to one person now. Romantic career matter, but work
feelings are strong. Day without fanfare to insure sucfavors investment decisions cess. Be tactful with higher.
and financial planning.
ups.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(0 iJan. 20 to Feb. 18 I
(June 21 to July 22) 431
A friend has a helpful
• You're able to work without
a break now and will forge' business trip. You're inclined
ahead.' Be sincere in love. to keep to yourself now. A lowkey approach brings career
Don't lay it on too thick.
success.
LEO
PISCES
(July 23 to Aug. 221 112/RS
The strength of your convic- (Feb. 19 to Mar.201
A friend is touchy about
tions impresses others.
Creative'drive is strong. Co-. money. Energy directed
workers and friends need con- towards career interests brings accomplishment. Day acsiderate handling.
cents social life.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are
r Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You're relentless in your creatively talented with a
pursuit of what you want. A spirit of adventure. You have
new purchase will become a a flair for self-expression and
treasured object. Still, watch would be a good spokesman
for a cause. You're intellecextravagance.
tually curious and derive
LIBRA
great satisfaction from men(Sept. 23to Oct. 22,1 —
Where there's a will, thei•e's tal pursuits.

hill

TODAY 15 VETERANS DAY..,
WHY AM 1 5iTTiN6 HERE
ON A HILL WAITING FOR
HARRIET AND THAT
ROUND-HEADED KiD?

III

I 'SHOULD BE WITH
OL' BILL MAULDIN
QUAFFING ROOT BEERS!

BILL
AULDIN7!!
G bi- 7

IT"5 EA9.1 TO FORGET
HOW SOON WE FORGET'

um-ty

HEY- - WHAT 5
THE
IDEA?

DEAR DR. LAMB - I used
to sleep like a baby. Now I'm
lucky to get six hours a night.
Often I only get four or five. I
realize that at 62 I can't
expect to sleep like I did when
I was 18 but isn't it necessary
to get eight hours of sleep a
night? I just don't seem to be
able to get to -sleep but am
still mulling things at
midnight. Should I take a
sleeping pill? I see these ads
on TV that tell you how much
better you feel if you use
something.
DEAR READER - In my
opinion many of the ads on TV
are really harmful to the public because they are misleading. Those ads are worse than
many of the other things TV
has been faulted for. No, you
may not need, eight hours of
sleep. And no, you should not
get in the habit of taking those
advertised "sleep aids." Most
of them are harmful if taken
on a regular basis.
A large percentage of sleep
aids you can buy, and some
doctors prescribe, lose their
effectiveness in a few weeks.
Then the victim increases the
dose - to levels that are
often not safe. Soon the person
has an addiction as well as a
problem sleeping.
Eight hours of sleep for
young adults is about average
and the sleep time does
decrease with age. Many normal people sleep only six
hours. It is the quality of sleep
that makes the difference.
Many short-sleepers have as
much deep sleep as people
who sleep eight hours.
The different stages of
sleep are discussed in The
Health Letter number 10-6,
Sleep and Insomnia, that I am
sending you. Others who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.

--SO I MADE
NAVY BEAN
50UP WITH
THEM

)oC
)
0
(,
)
)0,9,
Igeo un.teci Feature 5,,,diC*iiC

WHAT'S
THE
DIFFERENCE
2.

WELL, FOR
ONE Tr-I ING,
THEY COST
$50

SO FOR A
PAIR OP JEANS 3!

WAIT
TILL HE
ASKS ABOUT
HER
SNEAKERS

2. Notice

S. Lost and FounT—

Comer* broken down? PrOjeC
tor won't work? We repair oil
brands and models.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

You may need to adjust
CARTER STUDIO
• 304 Main
your life style so that yoy are
753 8298
ready for sleep. A regular
habit is important. Unwind
and slow down as the sleep
hour approaches. Habits that
ATTENTION!
help you sleep are discussed
ICE CREAM
in The Health Letter that I am
LOVERS!
sending you.
1050'. milk 32 florors will Ire
DEAR DR. LAMB -open ell minted Open Monday
Regarding bad fingernails,
*rough Friday td 10:00 P.M.
I'm a lay hypnotist with 10
Sunday
til 9:00 P.M. Also
years of practice. Of the dozbore Chicken & Polish
ens and dozens of ex-smokers
Smogs.
I have to my credit, some had
bad nails. Stopping smoking in
some cases seems to have
been linked to improved nail
bed nourishment. Perhaps the
v
blood circulation to the ends
FACT
of the fingertips improved as
A:W.1On IsA
a result of more oxygen in the
blood and less nicotinic
constriction. I find that rather • STARKS
interesting.
•HARDWARE 0
DEAR READER ---- Thank • 12th & Poplar
you for sending along your
observation and I agree it's
interesting. One of the old
studies for vascular disease
was to evaluate the change in
Bible Facts. Free Store for the
temperature in the surface of
needy. 759-4600.
the skin after smoking. There
is quite a bit of individual
variation. Some people are
more sensitive to cigarette
Your
"Drugs In
smoke than others. In these
759-4444.
Life"
people when the tiny arteries
Bible Story 759in the skin constricted, the
4445.
skin temperature would fall.
In any case, for those who
worry about fingernail problems and also smoke cigarettes, it would be worth stopping smoking to see if it will
help to improve their fingernails.
It should be added that
some people's arterial system
is so sensitive to tobacco that
smoking is a significant factor
in causing them to develop
gangrene of the tips of the finNews, Society and
gers and feet: The classic
Sports 753-1918. Retail
example of this is Berger's
disease. There are a number
Display advertising
of peripheral vascular dis753-1919. Classified
eases that are significantly
Display, Classified,
influenced by smoking.
Circulation and -the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531 916 and 753-191 7.
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Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

De tt)

Lost Black cat with stub tail.
wearing red collar, in
Gatesborough area. Call before
5/53-1323 or after 5 pm. 7538618.

fir

By Abigail Van Buren

In This Case, Charity
Began at Home

DEAR HELEN: Right on!The best example of using
every cent to "help the cause" reminds me of a
wonderful fund-raising idea used by Goodwill Industries of South Florida a few years ago. They sent
invitations that read: .
"The annual Goodwill Industries dinner will not be
held this year at the Americana Hotel. No cocktails
will be served at 7 p.m. No dinner will be served at 8
p.m. The master of ceremonies will not be Jackie
Gleason. The invocation will not be read by the Rev.
Norman Vincent Peale, and the guest speaker will
not be Dear Abby.
"Stay home and have a restful evening, but please
send $50 per person or $100 per couple."
Needless to say, it was hugely successful.
P.S. The moral to that story is: Many people are so
bored with fancy fund-raising bashes, they'd cheerfully pay to stay home!

6.Helli

Deily

Lost Skinny black cat in Coldwater Road • Clark Street
area. Call 759-4121 or 7594455.

Full or]
Men or
automobil
Murray L

6. Help Wanted

Nov. 20. S

age, telep
of auto,
and hours

Earn $50 per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, Reply: "HomemakersS12S-, Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194

card to D.1

7.&Cori
Custom
buildings

Night delivery, must have own
transportation
and good
knowledge of Murray area.
Prefer lady with ecornamy car.
Apply Thursday Nov 13. Call
753-4153.

9. Sitria
Leaf rakin
753-7490.

Will do se%
babysittini
1-4. Call 7!

. Pharmacist wanted. It you are
interested
in
becoming
associated with a rapidly expanding organization that prac(ices pharmacy on a high
ethical standard, we would very
much like for you to contact
us. Management positions are
available. Excellent starting arrangement, good working condition, paid vacation, pension
plan, sick leave plan, free life
insurance: hospitalization and
major medical plan, plus many
other company benefits. Write
or call, Revco Discount Center,
Bel-Air Shopping Center, phone
753-8304. Contact Dan Edwards or Tom Furniss,

Would likt
ing.
references
474-2395.

1lInst

Private gu
styles.
ter mediate
Music, 75::

12. Inst

Fantastic
newer mo
call John
M.F A. age,

14. Wan

RN'S. Immediate openings in
CCU and ICU, 3 to 11 shift with
excellent benefit program. Contact Personnel or Nursing Service office at Community
Hospital, Box 559, Mayfield,
KY 42066, 502-247-5211.
TEXAS REFINERY CORP. offers
plenty of money plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits to
mature individual in Murray
area. Regardless of experience,
write 1.A.•Byers, Texas Refinery
Corp.: Box 711. Fort Worth,
Texas 76101.
Telephone sales, temperory,
call from an office. 9am to
5pm, Apply Thursday Nov 13th,
Call 753-4153.

NOTICE FOR INVITATION TO BID
MURRAY URBAN DEVELOPMENT ACTION
GRANT
INDUSTRIAL PARK ROAD PROJECT
FOR THE
CITY OF MURRAY

DEAR ABBY: Please continue to emphasize the fact that
charities should not waste money. When I give blood•to the
Red Cross, I don't want a thank-you letter. When I walk
door-to-door collecting for another charity, I don't need to be •
invited to a formal ball for dinner and dancing to be
officially thanked for my help. If the public knew of this
kind of waste they would be up in arms.
Those of us who work hard for charities want all the
money to go where it can help the cause.
HELEN IN SAN PEDRO

ITS
READY

MISS BUXLEY, YOU
SHOULDN'T WEAR
JEA N6 70 WORK

i
-

nr%.

U.
57

ss

r

Big Results CLASSIFIED ADS!

Unwind before sleep

)(

22
kid
WI
28UU•

brunt: riding, tieing with
another woman but sharing
the prize money. Tonya split
1st and 2nd in broric and bull
riding and left the rodeo with
world championships in both
events, said rodeo public relations director Rivon Nilson.
Daivnita's results were not
available inunediately.
Dawnita's bull was so feisty
it mashed the eighth-grader's
leg against the chute and tossed her sky-high about two
seconds out of the gate: Tonya
was riding with a broken hand
arid was flung to the dirt

HEALTH

Electric Ti
4150 bets

Girls bicyc.

ml
Used
Mayfield,
P.O. Box
42066.
Want to
home, any

,

Wanted. t
corn presso
Phone 753

Chimneys,
pipe, 6-x3
$29.99,
$29.99,
Hardware.

Fireplace
brass trim:
high. 48l i
Phone 753

Fairbanks
35.000 pc
ing. $150
759-1739.

Unit price bids are requested to construct roads and
drainage facilities between Old U. S. Highway 641,
Eli Lilly Road, and a turn lane along Eli Lilly Road
at it's intersection with U. S. Highway 641, Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky.

All Type

S and
weddi
engage'

Specifications, plans and contract documents May
be examined at the following places:
Builders Exchange: P.O. Box 5662, Louisville,
Kentucky 42025
F.W. Dodge Corporation: Suite 107, 1133 West Mill
Road,Evansville,Ind, 47710
F.W. Dodge Corporation: 3715 Bardstown Road,
Louisville, Kentucky 40213
F.W. Dodge Corporation: 325 Plus Park Blvd.,
Suite 105, Plus Park Professional Bldg., Nashville,
Tennessee 37203
Dodge/Scan: 13955 Manchester Road, Manchester, Missouri 63001 Associated General Contractors of Western Kentucky: 1930 N. 13th Street
Paducah,Ky. 42001
Nashville Contractors Association: P.O. Box 1234,
Nashville, Tenn. 37202
Ganunel, Travis and Williams, Inc.: 305 East
Main St., Princeton,Ky.42445
F.T. Seargent & Assoc.: 524 Main Street, Murray,
Ky. 42071

net rim
men's ri
pins, h
gold we3

8WM,

owned
pay top
items.

Roge

"Thre Dia.
110 VI
Northam:le
town Paris
5551.

Leather rej
and alteri
and harne
leather cic
tack, belt!
and many
247-3934.

OR
Documents may be obtained from Gammel, Travis
and Williams, Inc., P.O. Box 152, Princeton, Kentucky 42445, upon deposit of seventy five (875.001
dollars per set, twenty five (825.00) dollars of which
deposit shall be refundable upon return of such said
in good condition within fourteen (14) days after the
bid opening date.

Pharmacy
at Revco C
ing Center

Bids must be accompanied with a certified check or
bid bond for five (5%) per cent of the bid amount.
made payable to the City of Murray, to insure the
execution of the contract for which bid is submitted.
If the bid is not accepted, the check or bond will be
returned. If the apparent low bidder fails to enter into a contract with the owner of the proposed project
within fifteen (15) days from the time he is notified
of the acceptance of his bid, the bid bond or certified
check will be forfeited as liquidated damages to the
City of Murray. Bidders may not withdraw their bid
for thirty (30) days after the bid opening date. The
successful bidder will be required to furnish bn acceptable performance bond equal to one hundred
(100%) per cent of the contract amount (contract
amount is base bid plus the maximum combination
of alternates).

Antiqlre
Call 753-6;

Plant sale
Pine live CI
p4nts. Ian
3211.

1nrort

• ••

WHAT'S THIS COPY OF
"THE BOBBSEY TWINS
ON A HOUSEBOAT"
DoisiG HERE?

ITS A BOOK COOKIE
LOVED WHEN SHE WAS
A LITTLE GIRL

1 DON'T KNOW ABOuT
HER, BUT I'M ON
PAGE ONE FORTY-SIX

DO YOU THINK SHE
STILL READS IT?

DEAR ABBY:'My problem is my husband's family. We
get along for the most part, but when it comes to politics and
related social issues, we disagree violently. In order to keep
every family get-together from erupting into a noisy battle,
just keep my mouth shut.
However, my children are now old enough to understand
the talk, and I don't want some of the erroneous, bigoted
statements made by my husband's family to go unchallenged.(They are the kind of people with whom one cannot
have an intelligent, quiet discussion; they just yell a lot.)
My husband's family always initiates these political'
discussions. How in the world can I remain silent without
destroying my children's belief in my ideals?
KEEPING THE PEACE

3
DEAR KEEPING: A noisy battle involving politics
and related social issues is much healthier for
children that the choked-off silence you're maintaining in the interest of peace and quiet. Speak up.
Silence implies agreement.
•• *

11111
/
-4-eist,

,
-p
LLiONTO OF LONGO
111/

4

rfrIE FAINT
THROB OF
015TANT
ORUM5-,

lc; op

WONT° OF LLONC70

DEAR ABBY: My 15-year-old daughter wants to wear a
chain around her ankle. We decided to go with whatever you
said.
When I was growing up(I'm 371, only females of ill-repute
word them."Nice" girls didn't wear ankle bracelets- as we
called them back in those days. Is this still true?
SEEKING INFORMATION
DEAR SEEKING: It wasn't true then, and it still
Isn't.
•••

A
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
- church- wedding or a-eimple,°do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28-cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

Commodes
$43.99.
Paris.
Davenport
condition.

Duncan Pt
butleft an(
753-6897.

For sale: Ki
suite. inc
and all I
9288,

For sale:
dinette se
table and
chairs, go
753-6915.

Liquidated damages of one hundred twenty five
($125.00) dollars per day will be assessed for the
contractor failing to complete the work in the period
of time indicated on his bid.
".

Home turn
chest, wasl
stand, TV
lamps. Call

Both Federal and State wage rates will be applicable on this-project.

HO

The owner reserves the right to reject any and all
bids for any- reason and negotiate as may be
necessary with the apparent successful bidder.
Bids will be received at the City Hall in Murray,
Kentucky, at 2:00 o'clock P.M., Central Standard
Time, November 18, 1980.
Date: October 28, 1980 •
se
- .--Steve Zea
City Planner
Murray City Planning and Zoning CoMmission
Murray, Kentucky
•
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

and Found-

cat with stub tail
red collar, in
igh area Call before
3 or after 5 pm. 753

16. Home Furnishings 27-.11thili Home sales

61Telp Wanted
I

ny black cat in ColClark Street
oad
759-4121 or 759

Deliver Telephone
Books
Full or Part Time
Men or women with
automobiles are needed in
Murray. Delivery starts about
Nov 20 Send name, address,
age, telephone number, type
of auto, insurance cmnpany
and hours available on a pout
card to D.D.A., Inc., Box 322.

Wanted

Used Westinghouse washer and
dryer, $125 for set good condition, GE range, $75. Call 751
3062 until' 6pm after 6 call
753-1938.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

43. Real Estate

1974 Mobile home, E2x-65, fut
ly furnished, washer and dryer
$6000. 354-6616 or 437-4537
Iwo bedroom, 12x60 Fleetwood, natural gas heat, central
electric air, excellent condition. Like new in every respect
Located at Fox Meadows
Reduced' Call James at 7538146

49- o
Wiltaij

753-1222

43. Real Estate

49.-tiied Cars

5-3. Seri-cis-Offered

Fire damaged restoration Call
442-66/Jar 527-1908
Fence sales at Sears now Call
Sears. 753-2310 for free
estimate for your needs
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps" We can remove
stumps up to 24'' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free,
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
.aort repairs. Call 753-7203.
Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
and alterations Also saddle
and harness repair We make
leather clothing, chaps, vests.
tack. belts. -purses, billfolds
and many other gift items Cal!
1979 Ford Ranger XLT one-too 247-3934
pickup F-350.- air-conditioned.
ROOFING
Power steering and brakes
Commercial and R•sicruise control. AM-FM radi,
dential, Shingle and
brown and tan Must sell Ow
Built-Up Roofs. Refer.
to ill health. $5500. Call 436
work
•nc•s, all
•
2271
guaranteed. 753-6581
1967 Ford truck good condior 759-1859.
tion 6 cylinder standard shift
$475 *Call 753-0952 after 330
Need work on your trees? Topppm
ing pruning. shaping, com1966 Jeep 4x4 Waggoneer. V8. plete removal and' more Call
automatic power steering, BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
rough. $750 Call 1-354-6217. professional tree care. 75352. Boats and-Motors 8536
14' Jon boat, swivel seats, 712 Painting
Paperhanging hp motor, and trailer. $800 General maintenance Free
Call 753-0123 or 436-5433
estimates 759-1987
14 foot Polar Kraft on boat, 18 Reynolds aluminum products
hp Eviroude. trolling motor. ALUMINUM SERVICE CO. Call
Moody trailer, running lights, 753-0689
bass seats. Call 753-0900
Stop! For all your repair .needs,
53. Services Offered . roofing. carpentry, plumbing
Custom made cabinets, music and electrical work, look no
centers, book cases hutches more! Call 753-9226 or 1539623. We'll-do your lob large or
Reasonable, 436-2566
small. All work done to your
CARPET CLEANING, 'free satisfaction
estimates, satisfied references,
Vibla-Vec steam or dry Clean- Thinking of remodeling your
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, house? We do it all Hawley
'Buoy. 492-8120.
753-5827
Concrete and block work. -Block Wet basement' We make wet
garages, basements, driveways. basements dry, work completewalks, - patios, steps, free ly guarenteed. Call or write
estimates. Charles Barnett, Morgan Construction Co.
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah
753-5476
KY 42001. or call day or night
For your Watkins products See 1-442-7026.
Holman Jones at 217 South
heating.
13th Street or call 753-3128. • Will do plumbing,
painting, roofing, I carpentry.
Heating Refrigeration.. Alf Con- 753-2211 or 759-1270. ditioners apPliante 'repairs Will rake leaves:-'Monday
Bob's Refrigeration. Service, through Thursday. and SaturHazel Kentucky 498-8370 day..753-9344.
Murray Ky, .753-7829. Robert
Will haul driveway white rock
(Bobby) Lockhart
and Ag lime, also have any type
Insulation blown in by Sears, of brown or white pea gravel
save on these high heating and Also do backhoe work. Call
coolIng bills.- Call Sears, 7$.3- Roger Hudson,' 75374545 or
2310 for free estimate.
753-6763.

'
.
141 Ford Fanlane good workNays YOU BEEN LOOKING for
ing car, $250 1960 Chevrolet
that perfect home? Nell, we
Impala, good condition. $350
found rt! Not too large sad
Call /532320 after 5 pm
not too small nisi right.
Three bedrooms, kitchea,
1975 Maverick, 4-door. radio.
ioning Mere, specious Fying
A-C, power steering and brakes.
loom and lots of closets. Car753-7245 after 3 pm.
pet *nasal Thos home
whore?
1973 Monte Carlo. 73,000
perfect condition
miles in good shape Call 75916IS Ryen of course Per
Geer terreS eery IC e
Eflefility,
1767.
post give use cell
Mercedes Benz, diesel 220,
dark green, air. automatic, exJOHN SMITH
cellent condition. $4000 Call
901-232-8360 after 5pm
1972 Plymouth Duster slant 6
2 door new front seat Asking
$900. Call 753-0193 after
430
753-7411
AROUND 1111
1972 Volkswagen, metallic
blue, air, good condition, best
offer 759-1384 or 753-7190
.ireuut Nisi tr, inc.
50. Used Trucks

Electrolux Sales and Service
CONVENIENT
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760
LOCATION
One used Filter Queen vacuum
Near a shopping
,
cleaner. $149 g'.evi)ne new
center, this 3 bedroom, .
Filter Qiiro% 3./ One us- 28. Mob. Home Rents
7. Storage Bldgs.
1 1-, bath charmer '
ed Kirt4
One used
features a convenient •
Custom
Built
porta
.ble Electrolu , like new, $139.50 For rent. Two bedroom taller
kitchen, economical
buildmgs Call 753-0984
Call Martha Hopper, 354-6521. near Murray, No pets. Call 489central gas heat and
2611.
9. Situation Wanted
18. Sewing Machines
aircentral
Mobile home for rent
Leaf raking Call 753 9137 or For sale Portable Singer sew- IMO
conditioning. A good •
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
753-7490
ing machine. Has zig-zag stitch, Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In
buy at $38,900. Owner
has been transferred,
Will do sewing, alterations and multi-stitch. blind stitch. Also Theatre entrance
"Double his tranquillizers - they're giving
immediate possession.
babysitting for 1 child between included is a Singer buttonholer attachment $90 Call Two bedroom trailers, com- him his bill in the morning."
1-4 Call 753-0952
Phone 753-1222, the
pletely furnished, good condi436-2742 after 6pm
Kupperud Realty
Would like to do houseclean37.
Real
Estate
livestlick-Supplies
43.
tion, from $145 Call 753"Home Team", action
ing.. Experienced, with New Free Arm sewing machine, 8964
ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE.
loolers more MO •,r,rer N.*
references Call 474,8834 or one used Sin-, viclass, the
whole berg• eel
new. 0
n cabinet Two bedroom trailer, 1½ miles Visitors welcome! South on
A newly remodeled two
num
WORTH
474-2395.
ber53SEEING1222
FARMS • MOMS
and
South,
$150
on
641
Locust Grove Road 753-6100
bedroom home wrth at new
like netz',A sell! Call Mar.
WORTH OWNING
BUSINESSES
11. Instructions
deposit 753-4699.
Ree-Mar Arabians 753-6126.
riving and plumbing new cook
tha Hopper, 354-6521
Beautiful home in the
LAKE AND RECREATIONAI
stove, refrigerator and gas
Private guitar instruction All
stock
Yorkshire
PROPERTY
• heart of the city. Nine
19. Farm Equipment Two bedroom, outside city For sale. Full
heating stove. New Straillieia
Beginning,
instyles
Listings needed! Offices
boar, about 200 lbs Caltatter
rooms, 1e2 baths, two
steel sink and bath room fixtermediate advanced Chuck's 35 hp Desiel Delay Massey limits, 121 South, $90 plus 6 om. 492-8790
Coast to Coast. Buyers
fireplaces - one wood
. Storni doors and winWater furnished
Ferguson tractor with bush deposit
Music,753-3682
from
Everywhere.
dows. Located on Hazel
burning and the other
Two and a half year old
hog, disc, blade and Phone 753-5405
$23,000.
"Free" Catalog.
12. Insurance
gas. A den that is ideal
cultipacker, $3300. Call 753- Two bedroom trailer, 12x60, registered Quarter horse
STROUT REALTY
for a home business or
gelding, 16 hands, sorral,
Fantastic rates on 1974 or /160.
near Murray. Furnished, very broke. Call
Mawr an m
entertaining
your
753-8766.
newer mobile homes 'See or
1212 Ceihreer Id
clean.
No
pets!
Call
489-2118.
Equipment
Sports
•
guests. Let its show it
Maw., Ity
call Johnny Williams, your 20.
38.
Pets-Supplies
REAL ESTATE
The Pistol People. Invest in a Two bedroom trailer, electric
to you today, for qualiM FA. agent. 753-0445
753-0186
S, PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Marme
feeling of security, largest and wood heat $90 per month (ty is the name of this
14. Want To Buy
variety, lowest priced, no 4 miles out 753 8061
house. Priced in the
Now listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
Electric Typewriter. Call 753- registration or red tape in Ken$50's. Phone KopiSerud 46. Homes For Sale
baths, brick veneer home,
WANTED:
4150 between 10 am - 5 pm.
tucky. Country Boy Store. 9 30. Business Rental
Realty, 753-1222 for all
Three bedroom, 2 bath brick
1621 Keenland Drive. Home
miles
west
of
Hopkinsville
'uncA.K.C. Registered Male
the information in this
Girls bicycle. Call 753-7853.
home on 1 acre tot Outside
features Olympic size pool,
tion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5,
new
Afaghan Hound For
lising.
Mini
building, heat pump and wood
central heat and air, fireplace
Used motor home. Call Sunday 12-5.
Breeding Purposes.
stove, recently decorated with
Mayfield, 247-0013 or write
burglar alarm system. For more
Warrshouso
Call Keith at 753P.O. Box 555. Mayfield, KY Twelve G & H Canadian Geese
information call Purdom & ncome property. Small apar - many extras, excellent condiStorage Space
decoys, and 12 G & H Mallard
1919 8:00-5:00 or
Thurman
Real Estate, 753- ment building, fully rented, ex- tion. 489-2438.
42066,
For Rent
Ducks Both with weights Call
5:00.
4451.
Suzy
759-1207
after
Wells 753-1585, cellent income. For sale by Two bedroom house with 2 renWant to buy: Used mobile 753-9649 or 753-3030
753-4758
eneva Jones 753-6557.
owner. Low $20's. Call 753- tal 'apartments for income in
home, any size. 527-1362.
•
8742.
22. Musical
city. $26,000. Write Box 712,
Extra Wanted. to buy: Used air,income 1
Murray. KY 42071
**************
'compressor, 1 hp or larger. New and used Baldwin ,piano 31. Want To Rent
pussibilities are yours
47'. Motorcycles
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co., Want to rent or lease 100-400 AAA Dog Grooming, 12 years
* Beautiful spacious
Phone 753-7581 after 4 pm.
with the purchase of
across from the Post Office, acre corn or bean ground. 642- experience. $10. Call Goldie
* home at the waters;1977 Honda ATC gr, 3 wheeler,
this $15,500.00 house on
15, Articles For-Sale
Paris, TN.
* edge of Kentucky * new tires. $450, Call 753-2750
0207. Hatman & Hatman Farm, Brown, Lynn Grove, 435-4579.
North 6th Street. ZonChimneys, all fuel, triple wall 23. Exterminating
Buchanan, Tennessee.
* Lake. It is not only * after 3:30 pm ask for Chris
ed for multi-family
AKC Registered boxer pups.
pipe, 6"x30'. $29.99: 8"x30".
* well built, secluded,
rlwelling.and
situated
AM9-2089,
C5I1
AM9-3303
1977 360 cc Honda for sale.
$29.99 installation kit. 6", -NWINV
32. Apts. For Rent
and restful but, is * Asking $800 or best offer. Must
on large lot. Garage
anytime.
$29.99, 8". $41.99, Wallin
ALL BUGS CALL
*maintenance free and * sell. Call 767-4584
and fenced-in back
Apartments for rent, near Basic and Advanced dog obeHardware, Paris.
it can be divided into two *
yard. Heal potential
downtown. Call 753-4109.
dience
classes.
Breed
handling,
49. Used Cars
Fireplace screen, black with
!separate
for the right person.
living:
tracking,
and
protection.
All
apartbedroom
furnished
One
brass trim: like new. 33 inches
1973 Buick Regal, sport
;
quarters.
Enjoy
the
*
Contact
Wayne
now.
ment, newly decorated, near breeds and ages. Professional
high 48'7 inches wide $25.
*convenience of your * wheels $995. Call 753-9710. Office 753-1651 home
Kelley's
Termite
instructor.
436-2858.
753-3949.
Stadium.
Call
Phone 753-2796.
*own private boat dock. * 1980 Chevette. AM radio,
753-.5088.
Pest Control
Two bedroom duplex with Beautiful, year old, spayed
*$59,500. Call today for
Fairbanks scales. 24' platform,
automatic transmission, reclinfamily room, kitchen Ap- female. mix-breed dog. Free to
Phone 7534914
an appointment to see * ing seats. 9500 miles, still
35.000 gross, steel ball. balancpliances, couples only. No pets. good rural home. Call 759ing $1500. trade. Evenings.
.this goregous home. * under warranty. $4550. Call
4729.
759-4509.
759-1739
759-1915.
24. Miscellaneous
Two bedroom apartment, Dog Grooming and boarding .for
*Two bedroom home
1977 Chevette Scobtec'-New
g
the
South 12th at Sycamore
holidays.
Reasonable
Antique
furniture
for
sale,
large
rates,
I
refrigerator,
range, oven,
:with central heat and * tires Excellent condition. 753FOR SALE
Telephone 7S3• 1651
mahagoney dresser $200. dishwasher, disposer, washer Hidden Valley Kennels 435- I
AR Types of old diamon*air with walkout base- * 8874.
P. O. Sox 381
Cherry stand with curly maple and dryer hookup, air, carpet 4481.
i s and gold jewelry,
ment located near *
drawef $185. Small rocker with No pets.' One year lease and Minatore
*
'
wedding
rings,
-Sr-hiTa-ofer s ,
*Kentucky Lake. On * Dotson 260 •Z. low miles, new.
engagement rings, dincane seat $135 Call 753-1326 $225 deposit required $225 registered, 2 male. 1 female WARNING! Do not look at this
tires, clutch and paint. Air, tug*paved
street, large
ner rings, all types of
after 6pm
gers and spokes. 753-6429.
per month. Phone 753-2622 or Call 753-8046 or 436-2630 property unless you are *wooded lot, outside
:
men's rings, antique bar
prepared to buy! The first
after 5 pm
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18" 753-3865.
pins, broaches, karat
* 1975 Datsun B-210. 4-door,
temptation is the beautifully .• *storage.$15,900.
or 24". Also custom cut Sizes. Two small apartments on Blood 41. Public Sale
* automatic. air. 35,000' actual
lawn Ames
4.2430
gold watches. We have
treed 15 acres,, The second is *
*
Saul.
ma..,,..
1314474
*
489-2327.
miles, new tires. $2675. Call
a good selection of preRiver Lake. One for $60 per
the home that consists of 3
erre.* Ion.
133.SIIS
*
owned jewelry and will
436-2165 or 753-0521.
lever
Bole*
7S3-2401
*
month,
one
436for
$80.
Call
Fireplace inserts, automatic
57. Wanted
bedrooms,
2
baths,
and
Choose the best for
rec
pay top dollars for these
JAMES'
room. The third is that it is
Del Mont Oldsmobile.
two speed blowers, see through 2427.
your special wedding.
* 1968
items.
Wanted' Full or part time house
ANTIQUES
glass doors, $499.99. Wallin Three bedroom duplex, near
close-in...The fourth is owner •
Va
l
455 motor,, excellent condition.
IS3-1324
*
We have invitations and
mother for a group of young
Rogers Jewelers
financing is available,, Test
Call 753-5463
Hardware. Paris.
.
Ti,, Diamond Store of Pans"
downtown, $175 per month. Custom Stripping and
napkins.
men at the Alpha Gamma Rho
110W 'Washington St
your will power and call us at * Murray-Calloway * For sale' 1978 Volare. 24.000
and
Repairing
house, For further details
Firewood' 18-24" seasoned, Call 753-2477 after 5 pm.
Northside of Swam. Down
CARTER STUDIO
753-1492.. Century 21 Loretta *
County Realty
town P.n., TN Phone 501S42
Refinishing. Custom
please contact Sam at 753mixed hardwoods, $25 per Unfurnished one- bedroom
miles. loaded. $4500 or best
304
Main
753-8298
5551
Jobs, Realtors.
*
2943 or 753-9117.
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536. duplex apartment, one block
Cabinets and Wood(302)753-8146 * offer Call 759-1057.
•
3045 12th St.
*
working. No dipping.
Firewood, cut any length, most- from University, available in
*
Murray, Ky. 42071
*
Leather repair, dying, cleaning, ly oak and hickory, $22.50 December. Large yard,
Hwy. 641 South
and alterations. Also saddle delivered. 753-8649. 489- fireplace, single preferred,
492-8850
and harness repair We make 2492. or 753-0798.
$145 per month, references reWe Buy
Most for your money! Lovely 3
leather clothing, chaps. vests,
quested. Call 753-2234 for apbedroom, 2 bath, ranch with
And Sell
tack, belts. purses, billfolds, Firewood. $20 rick delivered pointment.
large kitchen/family room, on
and many other gift items. Call Call 753-7490 or 753-9137
Bring in this
4 acres. You have' to see the
corner
ot
East,
247-3934.
sale,
94
Yard
Firewood for sale $15 a rick 33. Rooms for Rent
receive 52.00 more
many extras this home offers
Cleave
and
Van
Road
LOOKING
Bethel
FOR
when we purchase yew
Pharmacy fixtures..Can be seen Call 437-4882
includes prime location for
Sleeping room. Refrigerator in
week
AN INVESTMENT?
gold or slyer.
at Revco Drugs, Bel-Air Shopp- Firewood for sale, $25 a rick, hall, private entrance. Zimmer- Road. Every day this
country living. Call Spann RealSaturday.
through
Try
this
10
room
older
ing Center or call 753-8304.
delivered Call 753-4114
ty Associates, 753-7724.
man Apartments. South 16th.
home on a large cor43. Real Estate
Men111111111M111
Plant sale! Two large Balsam King automatic wood heater, 753-6609.
ner lot. An excellent
Pine live Christmas trees. Other brick lined, cast iron grates
Would you like to look around
buy for someone that
34.
Houses
For
Rent
plants, large and small. 753- and doors, lift off cook surface
40 ish again?...Then see this
can do their own
3211.
top, model 8802B, $259.99. Four bedroom, 1107 Poplar, brick home located on quiet
remodeling. Zoned R3
$250
per
month.
Call
436street
near
MSU.
It's
lust
for
Wallin
Hardware,
Paris,
TN.
16. Home Furnishings
and priced at $16,000.
"
2869 after 6pm
you 3 bedrooms (large. master
Phone Kopperud RealAntid'ue day bed. Best offer, Patio doors for sale, 6 foot
BOYD-PAAJORS
bedroom),
den
with
built
in
doors with screen. $100, Call Nice country home, 4 miles
ty,
753-1222
for
Call 753-6232.
REAL ESTATE
east. Couple. No pets. storage unit, 2 baths all
753-1326 after 6 PM.
courteous, competent
753-8080
Commodes, white, A grade,
References required. $175. redecorated with paint.
Real
Estate
Service,
wallpaper, panelling. Land$43 99
Wallin Hardware Solid Oak 42 inch round dining 753-7551.
Professional Services
table. natural finish $185. Call
scaped lawn with trees and
ith The I.' rienitis 1 ouch''
Paris
LARGE FAMILY
753-0373.
shrubs...fenced backyard for
3
Davenport for sale. In very good
HOME
FOR RENT
privacy Don't hesitate. Call
THE TIME
Wood for sale. $25 a rick
condition. Call 436-2521.
5 Bedroom home in
753-1492.. Century 21 Loretta
TO BUY
delivered and stacked. Call
Small two bedroom
Duncan Phyfe table, 6 chairs, 489-2436.
Canterbury Estates,
Jobs, Realtors Oh, yes, IT IS
IS NOWhouse on
white
frame
buf tett and china cabinet Call
Over 3000 sq. ft. of livpriced in the $40's
And 1611 Oakhill Drive
• Wedding Bands
121 South. $135 per
Wood for sale, $25 a rick,
753-6897
ing area in this roomy
is the House. A 2 B.R.
delivered Call 436-2744
month plus $135
• Gold Rings
family
home.
Living
For sale: King size oak bedroom
smart ( almost I New
Pardee" Thurman
deposit. Coll 753-5322
room, large eat-in kit• MIMI R1111911 (Atry Cessilltiee)
suite, including night stand Wood stove and color 25 inch
home,
vertical
siding,
Insurance &
chen, den with
and all linens. $450. 753- TV set. See at Penney first -atter 4 p.m.
•Gold &Sliver Cain I American Pro.1944)
tastefully decorated,
Real Estate
house on right on Forrest Col
fireplace, 19'x17'
9288.
C. Ele, Heat Pump and
• Geld Watches
House, 2 bedroom, partially
eman road. Call 753-8085.
SentissIde (snort Sq. X
game room, storage
air conditioning,
For sale: Quality 7-piece
furnished, excellent location S IAsorrily, Kentucky
• Sterling Silver • Natal Gold
galore, and large condisposal, range,
dinette set, chrome pedestal ,1976 Yamaha 175cc, dirt bike, Call 753-5737 for appoint. s
753-4451
crete backyard patio
Check Your Jewelry Boxes
dishwasher, exhaust
table and chair bases, swivel excellent condition, $270. Call ment
for 'those summer
For Unwonted Gold Ri
fan, Panelled garage
chairs, good condition, $70, 753-03/3.
cookouts. Offered well
One and a half story farmhouse Ideal Investmeni Rental...7
753-6915.
with
automatic
26.1V-Radio
WE PAY:
for rent December 1, 1980,
below replacement
on 58
opener, large lot at a
Home furnishing for sale, bed, Wanted: Person to take up pay- $200 a month plus utilities rental units located
cost. Reduced to
area 6 trailers
low low price of
chest, washer, dryer, stero with ment on 4 month old remote Electric heat, refrigerator and acres in lake
income of
$74,900. Phone Kop$33,900. Check this tostand. TV table, curtains and control color tv. Warranted, I stove 10 minutes from town and older home hal
approximately $49, per monperud Realty for full
day and get settled in
lamps Call 753-6063
& B Music, 753-7575
Write' Jim .Bryant. 5711 B th. 10 acres tendable Priced
time Real Estate Ser( Depending On We(ght And Gold Content,
for the holidays.
Brown Ave., Ft. Knox, KY in the $60's. Call 753-1492 at
vice.
EXCELLENT
40121.
Century 21 Loretta lobs.
Nobody Wants Your Gold 8. Silver More Than
INCOME PROPERTY g
/
2 miles Realtors for more information ,
Two bedroom house, 11
Brand new duplex in
and
on 641 South, $200
225 L. P. Miller St.
E Northwood. Ideal rendeposit. 753-4699.
Across From Community Center
tal location, two
bedrooms each side,
Open Hours
36. For Rent Oriease
IN TOWN THRU SATURDAY 8 A.M.-9 P.M.
central heat and air,
Mon. 8. Tues. 7:30-12:30
Want to lease Desire long term
We offer a
Discount
nuany,quality features.
Cash
5%
lease on minimum 1200 sq ft'
Double carport. Rents
Closed Wednesday
on doctors prescriptions.
modern office space. Must be
for $570.00 monthly. In.
NehdquOriers in Murray
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30
ground -flOor,--adequate-off
tin low
street parking -Contact Bob
A full service drug store since 1905
Lamastus at 304 Maple or
Pima 753-1231
Sth Man
753-8080
Phone 753-5572.
ft

per hundered securing envelopes Free
eply "Homemakers
ox 94485, Schaum1194
very, must have own
then and good
of Murray area
y with ecomamy car.
irsday Nov 13 Call

wanted. It you are
in becoming
with a rapidly exrganization that pracirmacy on a high
ndard, we would very
for you to contact
r,ement positions are
Excellent starting art, good working conid vacation, pension
leave plan, free life
hospitalization and
boal plan, plus many
ipany benefits, Write
co Discount Center,
upping Center, phone
Contact Dan Edom Forms.
mediate openings in
CU. 310 11 shift with
)enefit program. Coninnel or Nursing Serce at Community
Box 559, Mayfield,
, 502-247-5211.
FINERY CORP. offers
money plus cash
fringe benefits to
idividual in Murray
irdless of experience,
Byers, Texas Refinery
x 711. Fort Worth,
01.
sales, temperory,
an office Yam to
ly Thursday Nov 13th,
1153
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The week of Oct. 13-17 was National School Lunch
Week. On Wednesday, Oct. 15, the universal school lunch menu,featuring Mexican food, was served by cafeteria
workers wearing sombreros and Mexican motif was
everywhere. Miniature sombreros decorated the
cafeteria with a pinata for each grade hanging from the
ceiling. The bulletin board displayed the map of Mexico
and the Mexican flag and tables held articles made in
Mexico. Mexican music filled the air as students dressed
in costumes talked about the exhibit. At the end of the
week, students had fun breaking the pinatas for goodies.

* At The Movies *
(Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Th•atres)
By KENT FORRESTER

My Bodyguard
The producer of My movie with a sense of humor,
Bodyguard took a gamble a fresh look at adolescent
and
an
when he financed a movie, behavior,
without a spaceship, without a understanding of solid storymaniac, and without a frater- telling techniques. You're gonity house full of college ing to love it.
My Bodyguard is rated PG.
cutups.
But his gamble worked. My Don't worry about a thing. If
Bodyguard has turned out to you've been waiting for a
be a box office success in a dry movie to take your kids to, this
movie season. It's one of those movie is the one. It's one of
small, warm pictures that suc- those rare films that works on
ceeds, as small and warm pic- both an adult and a kid's level.
tures must, on the basis of a
good story, excellent acting,
and an intelligent script.
The movie takes place in a
tough Chicago high school,
there a new student ( wonderfully played by Chris
Makepeace I is tormented by
the school,bully. •
The bully is so obnoxious, so
cruel, and so arrogant that
part of the pleasure in watching the movie.is waiting for
Nine research papers
him to get his comeuppance. prepared by Murray State
You know it's coming so you University chemistry faculty
can savor the moments when members and students were
he extorts money from little presented this past weekend
kids and when he dumps gaw e 1 the 66th annual meeting-of
bage in-the new kid's locker. I the Kentucky Academy of
was actually quietly en- Science at Transylvania
couraging the bully onto new University in Lexington.
bullying heights because I
. Karen Pfister, Orlando,
knew that the more despicable
Fla., presented a paper,
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Hydrochloric Acid - a Kinetic
Study." Working with him on
it was Dr. H. R. Clark, a professor of chemistry, and four
students — L. D. Beth, Calvert
City; R. M. Burton, Paducah;
D. L. Garrett, Carmi, Ill., and
A. L. Miller of Murray. •
A paper, "Characterization
of A Computer-Controlled Sequential Inductively Coupled
Plasma-Optical Emission
Spectrometer,"
was
presented by student Billy D.
Heady of Reidland. Working
with him on it was Dr. B. E.
McClellan,a professor. -- -Dr. H. L. Conley, a professor, presented a paper on
the "Kinetic Study of
Hydrolysis of Hydrolysis of
0, 0, 0-T riethy 1 Phosphorothioate" and upon which
he worked with M. W. McClure, a member of the
university's Veterinary
Diagnostic and Research
Center at Hopkinsville staff.
The final paper, "The Application of Pre-Column
Derivatization of the Liquid
Chromatographic Separation
and Electrochemical Detection of Amino Acids," was
presented by Dr. Fred Senftleber, an associate professor.
Working with him on the project was Sonia Stahr of Fancy
Farm.

English Professor Presents
Paper At Regional Meeting
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and reading done for the
teacher, instead of the student.
His suggestions for reducing
these barriers included the
use of reading response
groups, explorations of reader
response through writing, involvement in dramatics and
the relating of television and
film to literature study.
His New England paper offered specific strategies for
helping reluctant readers
become more interested in the
short story. His suggestions
included plot, setting and.-characterization exercises
that could be used prior to introducing the short story as a
literary form.
Duke is the author of
"Teaching Literature Today,"
a book for literature teacl,ers
at the junior and senior high
school level.
GROWING CONVICTION
EMMAUS, Pa. ( AP ) — A
survey by a national publication dedicated to .organic gardening- has shown that more
Aniericie home owners than
ever before are returning to the
"old-fashioned Way" of growing
vegetables.
_ Organic Gardening based this
'clinch/skirl on a poll of its Ilenely 1.5 million subscribers. It
says they indicated a preference. for -natural fertilizers and
mulches.
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youhadn'tbargainedfor:
It may come as a surprise, but if your next
bottle of Pepsi comes in an Inflation Fighter carton,
it'll cost you about the same per ounce as many
bargain brands.
Great-tasting Pepsi-Cola at bargain brand

prices? How can Pepsi do it? Simple. Because the
bottles are returnable, you only wy for the Pepsi.
So why fight inflation with a bargain brand?
Pick up a Pepsi Inflation Fighter. And get a bargain
you hadn't bargained for.
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student response to literature.
Citing research done by
himself and by students in his
adolescent literature classes
at Murray State, he identified
some of the major barriers to
student response — too difficult selictions, lack of direct
relationship between reading
and students' lives, book
reports with no purpose, overemphasis on literary analysis

STORE COUP

Dr. Charles R. Duke, an
aisociate professor of English
at Murray State University,
recently presented papers at
the Southeastern Regional
NCTE Affiliate Conference in
Atlanta and at the fall conference of the New England
Association of Teachers of
English in Providence, R.I.
Duke's Atlanta paper focused on the need for encouraging
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